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Foreword
Welcome to Zagreb at this beautiful time of year where
not only the good old flora and fauna blossoms, but the
warmth in the city air turns up a notch with a large number
of concerts, exhibitions and festivals up for grabs. In this issue, we look at a story on Croatian design and young designers who introduce you to their industry. In addition, we
have prepared a short review of how Zagreb has changed
since our first edition, in 2001. Hmmm, it’s been that long!
Within the section entitled Zagreb Pulse, those connected
to this editions deign cover embark on their fave not to be
missed places in town and Local Flavour offers suggestions
on great gourmet getaways; we’ve chosen certain hot to
trot places on your culinary journey around Zagreb. Discover the Nightlife in which one becomes richer with a number of newly opened places, and find the perfect souvenir
as a memento or gift in our Shopping special. So, without
further a due, spring into action!

Join the conversation with IYP
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address, http://www.inyourpocket.
com/croatia/zagreb for Zagreb InYour
Pocket: and a user having a camera
phone equipped with the correct
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browser to launch and redirect to the programmed URL. Save
the image and print it out any way you want.
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About IYP
Not content with publishing more
than 100 guides to cities across three
continents, In Your Pocket is currently
carrying out a new round of expansion
for 2015. New cities due to be pocketed
include Eindhoven in the Netherlands,
while some old favourites, such as
Budapest in Hungary and the Russian
exclave of Kaliningrad will be getting a
reboot. And there is a brand new digital platform to look forward to: we will
rolling out the new inyourpocket.com
throughout April and May.
In order to make sure you keep up with
all that’s new at In Your Pocket, like us on
Facebook (facebook.com/inyourpocket)
or follow us on Twitter (twitter.com/
inyourpocket).
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Arrival & Getting Around

Arrival & Getting Around
a nifty tourist information touch screen - nifty, that is, if it
ever worked. The left luggage facilities (Garderoba) are
available 24 hours and are to the left of the main hall as
you exit the tracks. Each piece of luggage costs 15 - 25kn/
per day. Getting to Town: Walk out the main entrance
and survey your surroundings - this is the centre. To get
to the main square, Trg bana Josipa Jelačića, take tram N°6
towards Črnomerec or tram N°13 heading towards Žitnjak.
Taxis queue in front of the main hall and a ride into town
will usually go along the most scenic of routes and will cost
around 30kn.
Main Train Station (Glavni kolodvor)
QC-4, Trg kralja Tomislava 12, tel. (+385-) 060 33 34 44,
www.hzpp.hr.

Public transport
Photo by Zoo Archives

By bus
The ground floor of the Zagreb Bus Station (autobusni
kolodvor) is home to a series of shops where anything from
bed linen to a cup of coffee can be procured. The top floor
is home to a post office (Open 07:00 - 20:00, Sat 08:00 13:00. Closed Sun) and chapel. Window N°3, the Information centre (Open 00:00 - 24:00), usually is staffed by someone with at least a minor command of English. Changing
currency: ATM machines are located in the main hall next
to the ticket office and outside the building along Avenija
Marina Držića. There is a currency exchange (mjenjačnica,
Open 06:15 - 21:30, Sun 07:00 - 21:30) in the ticketing hall.
Left luggage: Abandon your bags in the Garderoba (Open
24hrs) located up the small staircase to the right of the
main hall for 5kn/hr unless your bag weighs over 40kg in
which case you’ll be paying 10kn/hr. Toilets are located up
the small staircase to the left of the main hall and cost 3kn.
Getting to Town: Should you want to walk the 20 minutes into town, when your back is to the station entrance
the centre is to your left and behind you. For proponents
of public transportation a tram is your best bet - saunter
across the street and pick up tram N°6 towards Črnomerec
to get to the main square, Trg bana Josipa Jelačića. Taxis are
plentiful, but will cost about 50kn to get to the centre.
Main Bus Station (Autobusni kolodvor)
QE-4, Avenija M. Držića bb, tel. (+385-) 060 31 33 33,
promet@akz.hr, www.akz.hr.

By plane
Pleso International Airport is located 17km out of town.
Its small size makes the airport easily to get around; both
domestic and international arrival and departure areas are
located on the ground floor. Changing currency: directly
outside international arrivals, there is a Zagrebačka banka
6
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office complete with a currency exchange (Open 08:00 21:00) and ATM. In the departures hall there is an Information Centre (tel. 060 32 03 20), which is open 24 hours.
Toilets: The toilets in the centre of the airport across from
the post office have a baby changing room, but do note
that the ones on the top floor are less crowded. Getting
to Town: Pleso prijevoz (www.plesoprijevoz.hr) runs a bus
service from Pleso International to the Zagreb Bus Station (autobusni kolodvor), which leaves according to flight
schedules from outside the international arrivals and costs
30kn/person. Those willing to part with a bit more cash
can catch a taxi in front of the international arrivals. Due
to the specific location of the Pleso Airport, taxi rates can
differ significantly.Therefore, we recommend you pre-book
online prior to your arrival. Simply log onto www.ekotaxi.
hr and your taxi ride will be waiting for you with prices and
comfort second to none. If you wish to go solo and ride on
your own, then the airport has over 10 local and international rent-a-car agencies to choose from.
Pleso International Airport (Zračna
luka Pleso)
QRudolfa Fizira 1, tel. (+385-1) 456 22 22, www.zagrebairport.hr.

By train
Zagreb’s train station (željeznički kolodvor) is not very userfriendly, but sees more traffic than other points of entry into
the city. Changing currency: When exiting the tracks walk
through the main hall to find an ATM machine in the left
corner. A currency exchange is located in the international
ticketing area as is another ATM. The Information office
(Tel. 060 33 34 44. Open 06:00 - 22:00) is located between
the main hall and domestic ticketing area (to your right as
you exit the tracks). Across from the Information window is
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

Buses
A list of departure times can be found at all bus stops,
marked by blue signs with a bus picture or at www.zet.
hr. The biggest bus stop for local transport is just south of
C-4, Glavni kolodvor through the Importanne Mall passage.
Qtel. (+385-) 0800 20 00 60/(+385-) 060 10 00 01.
Trams
Zagreb has 15 tram lines that run from 04:00 - 24:00; the
night trams (4 lines) run from 24:00 - 04:00. Schedules can
be found at www.zet.hr/tramvaj/.aspx. Tickets cost 10kn
for daily transport and 15kn for the night rides (00:00 04:00), each is valid for 90 minutes, while daily tickets
are 30kn. Tickets are available from the driver, on kiosks
or ZET stores. Children under six ride free. Validate your
ticket once you board: an unvalidated ticket is as good as
no ticket at all, and getting caught without one is an embarrassing and costly experience, with inspectors operating on a random schedule.Qtel. (+385-) 0800 20 00 60/
(+385-) 060 10 00 01, javnost@zet.hr, www.zet.hr.

Tourist information
Tourist Information Centre
Free info phone number 0800 53 53. Also at the Zagreb Airport, next to the international arrivals area,
at the Main Bus Station, at the Main Train Station and
Lotršćak Tower.QC-2, Trg bana Josipa Jelačića 11,
tel. (+385-) 0800 53 53/(+385-1) 481 40 51, info@
zagreb-touristinfo.hr, www.zagreb-touristinfo.hr.
Open 08:30 - 20:00, Sat 09:00 - 18:00, Sun 10:00 16:00. June - October Open 08:30 - 21:00, Sun 09:00
- 18:00.
Zagreb County Tourist Board
QC-3, Preradovićeva 42, tel. (+385-1) 487 36 65,
info@tzzz.hr, www.tzzz.hr. Open 08:00 - 16:00.
Closed Sat, Sun.

facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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Arrival & Getting Around
Taxis

Car rental

Eko taxi
It has finally arrived to our city. These are hybrid vehicles,
the starting price is 8.80kn, and every kilometre thereafter costs 6kn whilst the price for waiting is 43kn per hour.
All luggage is free of charge and the prices are the same
for night rides, Sundays and public holidays.QVodovodna 20a, tel. (+385-1) 14 14/(+385-) 099 456 04 55,
rezervacija@ekotaxi.hr, www.ekotaxi.hr. T6

Dollar & Thrifty
Also at C-2, Petrinjska 83, tel. 483 64 66. Open 08:00 - 20:00,
Sat 08:00 - 14:00, Sun 08:00 - 12:00.QRudolfa Fizira 1,
tel. (+385-1) 626 53 33, zagreb@subrosa.hr, www.
carrentalsubrosa.com. Open 07:00 - 21:00. A

Radio taksi Zagreb
Taxis should only charge a 10kn flat fee plus 6kn/km. These
prices are consistent for night rides, holidays and weekends. There is no additional charge for luggage whilst the
price for waiting is 40kn per hour. You can find lines of
them in front of all major hotels, the train and bus stations
and numerous other central locations.QD-6, Božidara
Magovca 55, tel. (+385-) 060 80 08 00/(+385-1) 17 17,
info@radio-taksi-zagreb.hr, www.radio-taksi-zagreb.
hr.
Taxi Cammeo
These taxis do not park at the usual taxi stands but you
can stop them by raising your hand or by phoning 1212
and 060 71 00. The starting price is 15kn which includes
the first two kilometers, and every kilometre thereafter
costs 6kn whilst the price for waiting is 40kn per hour.
These prices are consistent for night rides, holidays and
weekends. There is no additional charge for luggage.Qtel.
(+385-1) 12 12/(+385-) 060 71 00, www.taxi-cammeo.
net.

National Holidays
January 1
New Year’s Day
January 6
Epiphany
April 5
Easter
April 6
Easter Monday
May 1
International Workers’ Day
June 4
Corpus Christi
June 22
Anti-Fascist Resistance Day
June 25
Statehood Day
August 5 Victory and Homeland Thanksgiving Day
August 15
Feast of the Assumption
October 8
Independence Day
November 1
All Saints’ Day
December 25
Christmas
December 26
Saint Stephen’s Day

twitter.com/
inyourpocket
facebook.com/
zagrebinyourpocket
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Hertz
Also at Zagreb Airport, Rudofla Fizira 1, tel. 456 26 35. Open
08:00 - 21:00.QJ-3, Ulica grada Vukovara 274, tel. (+3851) 484 67 77, zagreb.dt@hertz.hr, www.hertz.hr. Open
07:00 - 18:00, Sat, Sun 09:00 - 13:00. A
Sixt
Also at Zagreb Airport, Rudolfa Fizira 1, tel. 621 99 00. Open
07:00 - 22:00.QH-3, Trg Krešmira Ćosića 9, tel. (+385-1)
301 53 03, www.sixt.hr. Open 08:00 - 19:00, Sat 08:00 18:00, Sun 08:00 - 12:00. A
Uni Rent
Also at the Zagreb Airport, Rudolfa Fizira 1, tel. 626 01 00,
Open 07:00 - 21:00.QA-4, Kranjčevićeva 46, tel. (+3851) 363 03 00, zagreb@uni-rent.hr, www.uni-rent.net.
Open 08:00 - 20:00. A

Parking
Guarded parking
Aside from street parking, the only other alternative in securing your four wheeled automobile in Zagreb is guarded
parking or an underground/multi-level garage. The billing
time varies in every garage and prices can range from 4 10kn/hour. Martićeva 69 D-2, Palmotićeva 25 D-3, Ilica 45
B-2, Petrinjska 59 C-2, Langov trg D-1, Kvaternikov trg J-2
Tuškanac B-1, Importanne Centar, Starčevićev trg bb C-4,
Importanne Galleria, Iblerov trg 10 D-2, Centar Kaptol,
Nova Ves 17 C-1, International (near BCI), Čazmanska C-4,
Hypo Centar, Slavonska avenija 6 I-4, Branimir Centar, Branimirova 29 D-3, Cvjetni Centre, Varšavska (B-2).
Street parking/SMS Parking
There are three parking zones in Zagreb, indicated by signs
on the side of the street: zone 1(red) is 6kn/h with a maximum waiting time of 2 hours, zone 2 (yellow) is 3kn/h with
a maximum waiting time of 3 hours and zone 3 (green)
is 1.5kn/h. Purchase your ticket at the ticket machine box
which is beside the parking sign and make sure you display
it on your dashboard, or use your mobile to text message
your registration number (no gaps) to the number shown
(including the international code if you’re using a foreign
mobile). Your payment is confirmed when you receive a
return text message from the appropriate authorities. As a
timely service, you’ll receive a text message reminding you
to top up your parking ticket limit before it expires or to
move your car. In case you don’t pay for your parking spot
or over-run your allotted time, you’ll be left a ticket valid
for 24 hours from the moment the beady-eyed inspector
spotted your naughtiness. The 24-hour ticket costs 100,
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

60 or 20kn respectively according to the zone, and can be
paid in any post office.

Tipping
Generally, Croatian people are not overly concerned about
tipping, but seeing how you’re a visitor to the country and
all, you can practice some small-time diplomacy and throw
a bit of goodwill to your server. Croatian people typically
round their bill up to the nearest whole number when they
want to tip, but leaving 10-15% for the staff’s efforts seems
like a classy thing for a visitor to do, doesn’t it?

Visas
Since Croatia had become the newest member of the European Union on July 1, 2013, Croatian Visa Policies have
since become fully compliant with European Union Visa
Policy and Standards. So what does that exactly mean? All
citizens of states that require visas to enter other EU member countries also need a visa to enter Croatia. Therefore,
before visiting Croatia, be sure to visit the Croatian Embassy
in your respective country of origin. In addition, if you are
flying to Dubrovnik and wish to visit other cities throughout Croatia, we recommend you obtain a visa for multiple
entries because of the border crossing through Bosnia and
Herzegovina. If you cross the border without the aforementioned visa, you will not be able to enter Croatia.

www.inyourpocket.com
Spring 2015
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Events
New-school sightseeing
Many of Zagreb’s current flagship attractions simply didn’t
exist more than a decade ago. Top tourist draws like the
Museum of Broken Relationships, the Museum of Street Art
or the Museum of Contemporary Art have redefined sightseeing in the city, laying down the gauntlet to the older
gallery institutions and forcing them to primp up their collections and organize more in the way of summer blockbuster exhibitions.
The event-driven city
This year Zagreb’s InMusic rock festival celebrates its tenth
anniversary, a salutary reminder of how much the city’s
cultural calendar has changed in the last decade. Although
long standing, decades-old events like the Zagreb Folk
Festival, Animafest and Contemporary Dance Week are
still going strong, the festival menu has broadened out
considerably thanks to the emergence of a new generation of scene-defining events. The Zagreb Film Festival
(already coming up for its thirteenth birthday although it
still feels like a newcomer), Dan D design festival, Subversive Film Festival and Zagrebdox have all become Zagreb
trademarks despite their relative youth, lending the city a
whole new cultural profile. Nowadays the trend is towards
big outdoor social events - The Courtyards takes place in
the forgotten open spaces of the Upper Town in July, while
Artikuliranje and Gourmingle take over the a city park for
large chunks of the summer.

Jonathan Bousfield looks at ten big ways in which the
Croatian capital has changed since Zagreb In Your Pocket
first flew off the presses in 2001.

Apartment-land
Zagreb has gone the way of other European cities in that
the majority of accommodation is now booked over the
internet, putting private apartment owners in direct contact with their potential clients. There are far less new hotel
openings than you might imagine, and the kind of guidebooks and tourist publications that write about hotels have
been largely rendered pointless.

A tourist city without the tourist traps
Fourteen years ago you would have turned your head
and stared if you heard someone talking English, French
or Spanish on the city’s downtown streets. Nowadays you
can’t get away from their incessant babbling. It has become
normal to think of Zagreb as a tourist destination in its own
right rather than a Cinderella city condemned to live in the
shadow of Dubrovnik, Hvar and Split. While this influx has
definitely changed the appearance of Zagreb at street level
(there are more bars and restaurants for a start) it has in
no way ‘spoiled’ the city or altered the way in which it is
enjoyed. There are very few tourist-trap establishments to
which locals simply don’t go, and Zagrebians themselves
remain open and approachable - very rarely will you come
across city folk mumbling “bloody tourists” under their
breath as they muscle past you on the way into the tram.

Old age? It’s all in the mind
Traditionally Zagreb was promoted in pretty much the
same way as any other city of Central Europe: an old city
full of history, monuments, museums and traditions. The local tourist authorities would get excited if a coach party of
middle-aged Austrians came to visit; there was no sense in
which young tourists were considered desirable or worthwhile. Nowadays this picture has largely been turned on its
head; it’s through nightlife, contemporary art, design, fusion food and rock-and-roll that the city sees itself.

Saturdays in Zagreb – Zagreb Tourist Board Archives

A place to work and live
Until recently it would have been unimaginable to have a
conversation in Croatian with a Frenchman at an outdoor
café on Cvjetni trg. But that’s what happened to me the
10 Zagreb In Your Pocket

other week. Croatia’s entry into the EU has made it easier for
foreigners to live and work here legally rather than, as they
used to do, simply slipping in and out under the radar. What
is striking is that Zagreb’s foreign population is such a cosmopolitan, pan-European bunch - there are few pockets of
English-speaking ex-pat-land, and the foreigners who do
live here are happy to fit in.
Goodbye ručak, hello lunch!
A decade ago pretty much all of central Zagreb’s restaurants were devoted to the traditional Croatian ručak or
lunch, a time-consuming and hearty affair featuring generous piles of meat. There wasn’t much on offer to those
who just wanted a light lunch, a salad, a slice of quiche or
a box of sushi. Nowadays there are cafes, street-food bars
and bistros all over the place, most serving an imaginative
menu of Mediterranean-meets-what-you-fancy fusion that
mixes fresh local ingredients with global flavours. And most
of them are very good - the commercial pressures of modern life and tourism have so far had the effect of forcing
gastronomic standards upwards rather than down.
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

has given the winter a totally new meaning. Summer is no
longer the desperate disappointment it used to be, largely
because of the influx of party-hungry young tourists and
the increased provision of outdoor events (with outdoor
stages on Strosmayerovo šetalište and Strossmayerov trg).
Late spring/early summer remains the season of choice,
with its spate of cultural festivals and its hedonistic, endof-term vibe.
Going for a spin
Young Zagrebians took to their bikes en masse somewhere
in the early 2000s, a lifestyle choice that the city authorities
soon responded to by marking cycle lanes on key city-centre routes. The route network is far from complete, however,
and many cyclists continue to use the pavement - much
to the consternation of local pedestrians. Evidence that Zagreb was catching up fast with the rest of Europe came in
2013 with the launch of nextbike, an urban rental system
with pick-up and drop-off points throughout the city, and
payment made by sticking a credit or debit card in one of
the nearby machines.
Going for a spin: part two
Once upon a time - and indeed until very recently - visitors were largely dependent on expensive hotel laundry
services or were reduced to washing their skimpies in the
sink. Coin operated launderettes simply didn’t exist. Suddenly you can’t avoid them, they seem to be springing up
all over the place. The growth in the local student population has been a factor in their rise, although one can’t help
thinking that the growth in tourist numbers has been the
main impetus behind their high-street takeover.
Jonathan Bousfield is the author of the Rough Guide to
Croatia.

A city for all seasons
Until recently residents of Zagreb were very careful in
advising their foreign friends when it was safe to actually
visit the Croatian capital. “Come in spring!” they would say,
conscious of the fact that the city was deserted in summer,
lifeless in autumn and downright depressing in winter.
Nowadays the situation has completely changed: a spate of
cultural events (including the Zagreb Film Festival) has given the autumn a whole new shine; while the emergence of
advent, with its skating rink, outdoor bars and live music,
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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Candoco Nottturnino, photo Benedict Johnson, Dance Week Festival,
Zagreb Dance Centre Archives

Classical Music
Concerts
11.04 Saturday
Maestro Ennio Morricone in Concert
What a CV! With Oscar, Grammy, Golden Globes and
BAFTA Awards up his belt, we welcome with open arms
this legendary Italian composer and undoubtedly the
greatest film composer of the 20th century. Ennio Morricone performs as part of his My Life in Music (50 Years
of Music) world tour, a true spectacle with over 200 musicians on stage and led by the great maestro himself.QH-5,
Arena Zagreb, Ulica Vice Vukova 8, www.zagrebarena.
hr. Concert starts at 21:00. Tickets 249 - 765kn.
18.04 Saturday
Ivo Pogorelić
This supreme Croatian pianist has won prestigious awards
throughout the world. From New York’s Carnegie Hall to
the first classical pianist ever to be invited to Kuwait, his
recitals of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and all the other greats
have bought him much praise as he returns to Zagreb to
perform in front of his home audience.QI-3, Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall, Trg Stjepana Radića 4, www.lisinski.
hr. Concert starts at 19:30. Tickets 160 - 240kn.
05.05 Tuesday
David Russell
Scottish-born, Spanish-based musician, David Russell is
arguably one of the five greatest classical guitarists of all
time who regularly performs at music festivals across the
12 Zagreb In Your Pocket

globe and his first concert in Zagreb will only reaffirm his
amazing musical skill on stage. Fans of string can expect
to hear his luminous sound; precise and supple, made for
listening.QB-4, Student’s Centre Cinema, Savska cesta
25. Concert starts at 20:00. Tickets 180 - 320kn.
15.05 Friday - 18.05 Monday
Festival Musica Maxima 7
Classical music at its best! An international chamber music
festival which is a result of years of cooperation between
the ‘Russian Paganini’ Maxim Fedotov, and the leader
of the Zagreb Chamber Orchestra, Mladen Dervenkar.
One can expect performances by a number of prominent Croatian and international musicians.QB-3, The
Mimara Museum, Trg Franklina Roosewelta 5, www.
zagrebchamberorchestra.com.

Rock & Pop Concerts
17.04 Friday
Ben Frost
This young Australian composer and producer is famous
for his experimental and instrumental music which has a
minimalist sound. He blends electronic elements and industrial sound with a dark twist. Beside his own LPs, he
has also collaborated with contemporary dance companies and composed music for films.QI-4, Močvara Club,
Trnjanski nasip bb, www.mochvara.hr. Concert starts at
22:00. Tickets 65 - 80kn.
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

18.04 Saturday
Punčke
The most famous Croatian female indie trio will hold their
first solo concert in Zagreb, following the success of their
breakthrough album “Sunčano s povremenom naoblakom”. Lucija, Anja and Ruby are known for their fascinating
combination of infectious pop melodies and charming
lyrics with a tint of distortion, very Joy Division or Patti
Smith like.QE-3, Tvornica Kulture, Šubićeva 2, www.
tvornicakulture.com. Concert starts at 21:00. Tickets
30 - 40kn.
24.04 Friday
Gang of Four
Described as probably the best politically motivated band
in rock & roll, this cult English post-punk band from Leeds
played here back in 1981, wow! Though they enjoyed major success in the 1970s and 80s post/punk music scene,
their later albums drifts towards disco and dance-punk,
yet still retaining their punk rock, funk and dub.QE-3,
Tvornica Kulture, Šubićeva 2, www.tvornicakulture.
com. Concert starts at 21:00. Tickets 120 - 140kn.
24.04 Friday - 25.04 Saturday
Pipschips & Videoclips
These rock icons from Zagreb recently celebrated two
decades of rip rocking music with a sell-out arena type
gig. The pace is still fever pitch with 2 gigs at the iconic
Sax venue which has a capacity of 300 so it’s first in best
dressed. Hear the bands classic hits in a more intimate
type venue and atmosphere where the big guns return
to the grass roots level.QD-3, Klub Sax!, Palmotićeva 22,
www.sax-zg.hr. Tickets 70 - 90kn.
08.05 Friday
Natali Dizdar
This young Croatian pop jazz singer will be one of the
highlights of this year’s spring concert season. Her impeciable dreamy jazzy vocal has become the trademark of
her entire music career which began in late 2003. Dubbed
as the new diva of jazz with numerous award nominations
and chart singles, Dizdar has set the bar high and is sure to
thrill.QD-3, Sax!, Palmotićeva 22, www.sax-zg.hr.
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

16.05 Saturday
Dječaci
Three act sensation that test the waters of hip hop, rap
and spruces of other musical styles in short snippets. Their
road to fame started in 2003 with the underground classic Još trčimo ulice to the recent Dalmacijo and Lovrinac.
Expect a jovial, electric and funky night!QE-3, Tvornica
Kulture, Šubićeva 2, www.tvornicakulture.com. Concert starts at 21:00. Tickets 45 - 70kn.
20.05 Wednesday - 23.05 Saturday
The 16th Žedno Uho Festival
Another notable music festival which promotes new
bands and new sounds! The line-up includes And So I
Watch From Afar with their exotic, emotional and intoxicating modern rock as well as UK electronic musician, Sebastian Gainsborough, better known as the Vessel. Stay
tuned for further news!QI-4, Močvara Club & Pogon
Jedinstvo, Trnjanski nasip bb, zednouho.tumblr.com.

Dance
22.04 Wednesday - 29.04 Wednesday
Platforma HR / TASK 2015
Join the mix of choreographers, dance artists and groups
that unite to present their experiences, ideas and individual dance approaches through shows, workshops and
lectures. Creativity is the key and this really is the meet and
greet of the regional dance scene.QJedinstvo Factory,
Trnjanski nasip bb; Močvara, Trnjanski nasip bb; Tala
Dance Centre, Božidara Magovca 50; Cvjetni trg (Trg
Petra Preradovića), www.tala.hr.
25.04 Saturday
Move-r
A number of excellent contemporary Croatian dance
performers present an entrancing yet always-in-motion
group choreography. By using transformation of different dance approaches, they combine both the individual
and group characteristics of each mover, thus questioning
originality and creating an array of performances.QC-2,
Zagreb Dance Centre, Ilica 10, www.plesnicentar.info.
Starts at 20:00.
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Zagreb Book Festival
18.05 Monday - 24.05 Sunday
The very first Zagreb Book Festival is coming this May! It
will take place for 7 days and will present 30 renowned
local and foreign authors. The festival aims to introduce
the culture of various countries and will offer creative
workshops to children and adults. The program for 2015 is
entitled ‘‘Good Criminal Books!” and will present a series of
recent literary works, with a particular emphasis on crime
novels. Since our guest country is Sweden, we will focus
on presenting the best of contemporary Swedish authors
who have gained notable recognition within the crime
novel genre and will explore topics, such as why criminal
novels represent the most important genre today and
does it reflect the system in which we live in today. The
program will open with a presentation by Jens Lapidus,
followed by presentations by Kristina Ohlsson and Joakim
Zander. As well, popular Swedish and Croatian children’s
book writers will be promoted, such as Sven Nordqvist,
Ulf Stark, Sanja Polak and Sanja Pilić at creative workshops
for children everyday. There will also be a presentation on
writers from Zagreb in which we will see the city through
their eyes. These include, Nora Verde, Mima Simić, Josip
Novaković, Ivan Vidić and many others. The workshops
begin at 10:00 and 12:00. There is no entrance fee. Musical performances will be held by the Nina Romić Band,
the Col Legno ensemble and students from the applied
arts and music academies. Stands will be set up offering
traditional Swedish dishes, coffee, books and festival accessories, such as T-shirts and bags. The Festival will take
place at the Museum of Arts and Crafts.QB-3, Arts and
Crafts Museum, Trg maršala Tita 10.

12.06 Friday - 20.06 Saturday
The 32nd Dance Week Festival
The Zagreb Centre for Dance is home to the organising
committee for this festival, held in June, dedicated to all
lovers of dance, regardless of preferred genre. If we were
to list all the styles of dance which will be on show, we
would take up more than a few pages. Needless to say
that there will almost definitely be something to suit all
tastes (and if not then speak to the organisers and see if
something can be arranged for future years). Included are
also a number of symposia, with noted choreographers
and dancers, examining the evolution of dance, its past, its
future, and other themes within the art. Equally accessibly
to aficionados and those who simply appreciate a good
performance. QVarious locations across Zagreb, www.
danceweekfestival.com.

Jazz & Blues Concerts
09.04 Thursday
Oregon
Veterans of the jazz and world music scene, Oregon originally formed in 1971 and are still going strong. Virtuoso
multi-instrumentalist Ralph Towner still plays guitar and
piano, and he is joined by Paul McCandless - oboe, soprano sax, Glen Moore - double bass and Mark Walker.
Eclectic music at its finest!QI-3, Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall, Trg Stjepana Radića 4, www.jazz.hr. Concert
starts at 20:00. Tickets 100kn.
15.04 Wednesday
The New Croatian Jazz Concert Cycle:
Igor Geržina - ‘Sax in the City’
Praised by critics both in Croatia and abroad, Igor Geržina
is one of those gifted and skilful musicians whose smooth
groove of contemporary jazz leaves just about everyone
impressed. Make sure you see this amazing Croatian saxophonist, songwriter and composer giving it his best live
at Zagreb’s Sax Club.QD-3, Sax!, Palmotićeva 22, www.
sax-zg.hr. Also on 20th May.
20.04 Monday
The Rosenberg Trio
The Dutch trio famous for performing the so-called French
gypsy jazz or jazz manouche from the 1930s follows in the
footsteps of the renowned 1930s guitarist Django Reinhradt and the golden age of the Parisian hot club jazz
style. Their combination of swing and Roma music has
been wowing audiences for decades. A special guest at
the concert will be our very own guitarist, Mate Matišić.
QI-3, Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall, Trg Stjepana
Radića 4, www.lisinski.hr. Concert starts at 20:00. Tickets 120 - 190kn.

Sanja Pilić, Mozaik knjiga Archives
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22.04 Wednesday
Bart van Lier feat. The Croatian Radio
and Television Jazz Orchestra
Guru trombonist Bart van Lier gets to jazz up the Zagreb
audience with one of Croatia’s best orchestras. The flying
Dutchman is a true lead soloist and mentor of an entire
generation of trombonists. He is famous for being a great
jazz improviser whose performances always include an
adventurous twist and sophisticated technique.QJ-5,
Gorgona Hall, Contemporary Art Museum, Avenija Dubrovnik 17, www.jazz.hr. Concert starts at 20:00.
07.05 Thursday
Steve Kuhn Trio
When you have your self-titled trio, then you’ve come a
long way. Steve Kuhn has done the hard yards and now
leads a credible line up of musicians. Live, Kuhn doesn’t
relegate them but entices them as one. His piano drives
much of the show from jazz to other influences and intricate tempos. A master jazzman arrives this spring!QI-3,
Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall, Trg Stjepana Radića 4,
www.jazz.hr. Concert starts at 20:00. Tickets 100kn.
28.05 Thursday
Tamara Obrovac Transhistria Ensemble
Watching Tamara and her band perform is an experience
in itself as one is transported into a whirlwind of improvisation and spontaneity. This international ensemble plays
contemporary jazz with elements of Istrian and Mediterranean music, thus creating a unique artistic expression.
The concert will be a promotion of their new album Canto
amoroso.QI-3, Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall, Trg Stjepana Radića 4, www.jazz.hr. Concert starts at 20:00.
Tickets 100kn.
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03.06 Wednesday
Milko Lazar feat. The Croatian Radio
and Television Jazz Orchestra
Slovenia’s renowned saxophonist, conductor and composer joins one of our prestigious jazz orchestras to exemplify why he has worked with so many world talents
and across so many genres and styles. Chamber and dance
ensembles, theatre plays, film, progressive to jazz fusion
ventures are just some of the avenues of a true musical
journey he has lived.QJ-5, Gorgona Hall, Contemporary
Art Museum, Avenija Dubrovnik 17, www.jazz.hr. Concert starts at 20:00.

Exhibitions
21.02 Saturday - 10.01 Sunday
The Alphabet of Money
From children to adults, this exhibit gives visitors the ‘big
picture’ about money. More so, it teaches kids many skills
through interactive ways. Upon entry, they receive their
own interactive bank cards and begin the process of cash
flow as they visit and choose to save or buy at stations.
From how to wash gold to trading stocks, there is much to
see and learn.QA-4, Technical Museum, Savska cesta 18,
www.tehnicki-muzej.hr.
03.03 Tuesday - 03.05 Sunday
Old Town Barilović - 10 years of archaeological research
The exhibition presents the results of several years of archaeological research of the Old Town Barilović which has
been under conservation and restoration. Findings will be
open to the public which depict settlement periods, military activity, local weapons, ceramics and glassware; and
how life was over centuries of livelihood. A true expedition for lovers of history!QC-2, Archaeological Museum
in Zagreb, Trg Nikole Šubića Zrinskog 19, www.amz.hr.
10.03 Tuesday - 19.04 Sunday
Exhibition of the Passion of Christ and
Resurrection Images at the Strossmayer
Gallery
This exhibition is on display in preparation for the biggest
Christian holiday, Easter, which is celebrated on April 5th,
this year. The exhibition will include selected works of art
from the Strossmayer Gallery collection, including pictures
showing the Passion of Christ and Resurrection, altarpieces
and miniatures for devotion.QC-3, The Strossmayer Gallery of Old Masters, Trg N. Š. Zrinjskog 11, info.hazu.hr.

Elemental, Summer in MSU Archives
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12.03 Thursday - 19.04 Sunday
Biserka Baretić – Retrospective
An impressive collection of one hundred and fifteen works
(oil paintings, gouaches, drawings, chalk and graphics)
created between 1955 and 2014 by one of Croatia’s most
coherent contemporary artists will for the first time be
comprehensively showcased at this marvellous exhibition.
Brace yourself for a superb artistic experience at the preszagreb.inyourpocket.com

tigious Modern Gallery.QC-3, Modern Gallery, Andrije
Hebranga 1, www.moderna-galerija.hr.
24.03 Tuesday - 16.08 Sunday
North Iberians - Life, death and ritual
on the other side of the Pyrenees
Featuring over 200 artefacts by one of Europe’s leading
civilizations of the Iron Age, with a special focus on three
prehistoric populations: the Celts, Iberians and Iapodes.
The North Iberians resided in present-day Catalonia and
had their own language, advanced civilization, culture and
lifestyle. This exhibition showcases key aspects of their art,
political and territorial structure, technology and specific
warfare.QC-2, Archaeological Museum in Zagreb, Trg
Nikole Šubića Zrinskog 19, www.amz.hr.
16.04 Thursday - 02.08 Sunday
Masters of Italian Baroque in Croatia
About one hundred paintings originating from Croatia
and made by the 17th and 18th century Italian masters
such as Sebastiano Ricci or Filippo Naldi will be featured.
The artworks have been categorised according to their
artistic and historical significance depicting religious
themes, allegories, still life portraits, battles, cityscapes
and more.QC-1, Klovićevi Dvori Gallery, Jezuitski trg 4,
www.galerijaklovic.hr.

www.inyourpocket.com
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

17.04 Friday - 23.08 Sunday
Herman Bollé - Builder of Croatian
capital
An exhibition presenting the life and work by famous 19th
century Franco-German architect to whom the Croatian
capital owes its present-day look and architecture. Some
of his masterpieces are the Zagreb Cathedral, the Museum
of Arts and Crafts, the beautiful Mirogoj Cemetery, as well
as the restoration of the most famous Saint Mark’s Church.
QB-3, Arts and Crafts Museum, Trg maršala Tita 10,
www.muo.hr.
07.05 Thursday - 07.06 Sunday
Đuro Seder – Man with a Child in the Eyes
- A Retrospective Exhibition
This important retrospective exhibition by Đuro Seder,
one of Croatia’s most famous painters of modern and
postmodern art, will present two hundred of his most
valuable works encompassing all periods of his life as an
artist. From the 1960s until his recent achievements, including Magritte-like pierced paintings, depictions of his
spiritual and artistic maturation, as well as expressionism
and his latest auto ironical portraits appear.QC-3, Modern
Gallery, Andrije Hebranga 1, www.moderna-galerija.hr.

twitter.com/
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30.06 Tuesday - 09.08 Sunday
The Demon of Modernism - Visionary
Painters at the Dawn of the Last Century
Some of the greatest European masters of brush and chisel at the turn of the 19th and 20th century exposed the
unique spirit of the epoch fin de siècle which manifests
feelings of distress as emerged from the Modernist and
Symbolist period. Though haunting in sound, see masterpieces by painters and sculptors such as James Ensor,
Max Klinger, Alberto Martini and Croatia’s own Bela Čikoš
Sesija and Vlaho Bukovac, amongst others.QC-3, Modern
Gallery, Andrije Hebranga 1, www.moderna-galerija.hr.

Opera, Operetta & Ballet
Ivana Tomljenović Meller (Zagreb, 1906 - 1988, Zagreb)
After graduating from the Academy of Fine Arts in 1929,
Tomljenović Meller enrolled into the Bauhaus School where she
pursued photography under the guidance of Professor Walter
Peterhans. She is the author of a range of photos which include
themes and techniques that represent Bauhaus aesthetics.

Bauhaus – The
networking of ideas and
practices (Baunet)
09.05 Saturday - 26.07 Sunday
The union of art and design to many originated at the Bauhaus School, it was a baptism of fire combining architecture, sculpture and painting into a single creative form of
expression. The result produced outstanding artists in all
facets who could do wonders with their hands and minds.
From painting, sculpture, graphics, photography and film,
then applied art, design, theater and architecture through
to multimedia experimentation; the school was two steps
ahead of its time. The World Wars put an end to this cultural phenomenon but the works of its students still permeate. This exhibition presents the activity of artists from
Southeast Europe who were educated at the famous international Bauhaus School including Otti Berger, Gustav
Bohutinsky, Ivana Tomljenović Meller, August Černigoj and
Selman Selmanagić. The works of professors and students
such as Marcel Breuer, Wassily Kandinsky, Paul Klee, László
Moholy-Nagy, Josef Albers and Oscar Schlemmer will also
be showcased. A special segment of the project is dedicated to the school’s influences in European art across the
mid-20th century through the work and artistic creativity
of group EXAT 51, Ljubljana’s B stream and architect Hubert Hoffmann, from Graz. And finally, an additional highlight of the exhibition is the multimedia segment where
the application of new technologies will be displayed
through artistic and archival material in an innovative and
interactive way.QJ-4, Contemporary Art Museum, Avenija Dubrovnik 17, www.msu.hr.
18 Zagreb In Your Pocket

04.04 Saturday
Richard Wagner - Parsifal
Rich in music and lyrics, this tremendous story delves into
the struggle between good and evil in the quest for the
Holy Grail. Wagner’s final opera is filled with symbolism,
drum rolls and overtures in what is a grand and epic tone
where in the finale, light shines over darkness.QCroatian
National Theatre, Trg maršala Tita 15, www.hnk.hr. Performances also on: 07th and 10th April.
03.05 Sunday
P. Mascagni / R. Leoncavallo: Cavalleria
Rusticana / I Pagliacci – Metropolitan in
Lisinski
Sir David McVicar’s new production of this tragic double
opera is set in an atmospheric 1900 Sicilian village square
and is then transformed into a 1948 truck stop for the
tragic vaudeville troupe of Pagliacci. Marcel Alvarez makes
his debut in the two leading tenor roles, whilst Eva-Maria
Westbroek and Patricia Racette star as the ill-fated heroines. Conducted by Fabio Luisi!QI-3, Vatroslav Lisinski
Concert Hall, Trg Stjepana Radića 4, www.lisinski.hr.
Starts at 18:30. Tickets 100kn.

Special events
06.04 Monday - 26.09 Saturday
The Changing of the Guard
A Croatian regiment named ‘The Royal Cravats’ joined the
French Army in the 17th century and in their honour, every weekend at midday you can see a two hour ceremony
which begins with the ‘Preparation of the Guard and Arms
Inspection’. March from St Marks Square to other city sites
amongst some of the finest well dressed guards, drummers, flag-bearers and trumpeters.QGornji grad, Kaptol, Trg bana Josipa Jelačića, Dolac, Tkalčićeva, www.
zagreb-touristinfo.hr.
12.04 Sunday - 18.04 Saturday
The 9th Festival of Tolerance - Jewish
Film Festival Zagreb
It isn’t Hollywood or Bollywood but this popular film festival serves its purpose in promoting Jewish film, themes
zagreb.inyourpocket.com
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and culture. It’s steered by the festival’s president and double Oscar winner Mr Branko Lustig. Be sure to stay tuned for
session details!QEuropa Cinema, Varšavska 3; Tuškanac
Cinema, Tuškanac 1, www.festivaloftolerance.com.
18.04 Saturday - 25.04 Saturday
The 28th Music Biennial Zagreb
Through many musical genres displayed, the faithful biennial audience will once again have the chance to enjoy
the sounds of contemporary music by both the genre’s
classics and young upcoming contemporary composers.
QVarious locations across city centre, www.mbz.hr.

Culture & Events
classics and the latest blockbusters on big screen or visit
the literary festival with some of the genre’s best known
authors as guests.QArt Pavilion in Zagreb, Trg kralja
Tomislava 22; Tuškanac Cinema, Tuškanac 1; Velvet,
Dežmanova 9, www.noirfestival.com.hr.
24.04 Friday - 26.04 Sunday
Swing City Festival Zagreb
Lovers of dance look out as a multitude of dance workshops will be held by top local and international instructors. From beginners to experienced dancers, all are welcome to learn some classic dances including the Lindy
Hop, Authentic Jazz, Charleston, Collegiate Shag, Blues
and more. Its retro flair all the way and evening parties as
well as dancing on the street of the city centre will add
to the spice!QBuena Vista Club, Savska 120; New York
Caffe, Radnička 1a; streets of Zagreb, www.swingcity.
jumpandswing.hr.

18.04 Saturday - 03.10 Saturday
The Zagreb Time Machine
Step back in time to the days of old Zagreb style, stroll to
Zrinjevac Park and each Saturday you can take pleasure
in waltz, operettas, Italian canzone, jazz and more. From
Tkalčićeva Street to the Cathedral, delve into some traditional foods through song and folklore. The Upper Town
dazzles with costumed characters that have come back to
life and giving visitors an insight into the way life... once
was! The Tourist Information Centre has all the details as
events vary throughout the morning and afternoon.QTrg
bana Josipa Jelačića, Dolac, Zrinjevac and Maksimir
Park, Gornji grad (Upper Town), Kaptol, Tkalčićeva,
www.zagreb-touristinfo.hr.

25.04 Saturday - 11.05 Monday
The 17th Saint Mark’s Festival
Followers of classical music and in particular chamber and
sacral music will be able to see renowned soloists and
ensembles from Croatia and abroad. Concerts are held
at various venues and churches in the city’s Upper and
Lower Town.QVarious locations across Zagreb, www.
festivalsvmarka.hr.

18.04 Saturday - 25.04 Saturday
Zagreb Music Biennial / Theme: Honorificalbilitudinitas
Founded in 1961, this quickly became one of the world’s
most renowned international festivals of contemporary
music. Every two years, Zagreb is transformed into the
centre of new music and a new generation of composers perform which includes symphony orchestras, jazz,
electronic and alternative music, as well as chamber
ensembles and experimental musical theatre. Music for
all!QVarious locations across city, www.mbz.hr/en.

06.05 Wednesday - 09.05 Saturday
The Showcase of a Contemporary Sound
With its openness to new, experimental and technologically developed contemporary sounds, this music festival
is slowly cementing its place as an event which brings a
breath of fresh air to the Croatian contemporary music
scene. Its open and unlimited concept with no specific
genres and musical styles makes it both unconventional
yet very creative. Stay tuned for line-up announcements.QB-4, Student’s Centre, Savska cesta 25, izlogsuvremenog-zvuka.sczg.hr.

19.04 Sunday
Flying Heel Cabaret
Don’t miss out on seeing these majestic acrobats glide
through the air, twist in circles and spin through hoops
with pure elegance and poise. As part of the Association
of Traumatic Arts, these popular ladies trained in classic
acrobatic cabaret, make it seem easy and in heels nonethe-less! Come out and watch as these local acrobats,
along with guests from Bavaria, leave you in shock and
awe!QE-2, Studio Smijeha, Vlaška 92. Performance also
on 26th April. Performances start at 20:00. Tickets 50
- 60kn.

15.05 Friday - 30.09 Wednesday
Strossmartre - The 15th Summer on
Stross
Embark on a journey towards the Strossmayer Promenade,
next to the Lotrščak Tower and you’ll be pleasantly surprised by the range of music, film, theatre, fine art and entertainment on offer. The programme is daily with kick off
before midday as the festival runs into the evening. Totally
romantic, totally free!QB-2, Strossmayer Promenade,
Gornji grad (Upper Town), www.ljetonastrosu.com.

23.04 Thursday - 25.04 Saturday
Noir Festival
A festival that is truly dedicated to one of the most intriguing artistic expressions of noir style in film, photography,
and comics as well as many other art and pop-cultural
genres. There’s something for everyone; watch film noir
20 Zagreb In Your Pocket

18.05 Monday
International Museum Day
The Museum Documentation Centre (MDC) alongside
many Croatian museums will organise over 200 different
events, exhibitions, workshops, lectures and concerts. So
if you love your fair share of history and art come and celebrate with the city of Zagreb.Qwww.mdc.hr.
zagreb.inyourpocket.com
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31.05 Sunday - 05.06 Friday
Festival of the European Short Story
For a number of years, this popular festival has not just
been gathering book lovers and contemporary writers
from across the globe, but has also become a must-see
and must-visit event. This year’s festival will be held in
both Zagreb and Rijeka. As always, visitors will be able to
meet and interact with writers.QContemporary Art Museum, Avenija Dubrovnik 17; Student’s Centre (Savska
cesta 25); Bogdan Ogrizović Library, Preradovićeva 5;
Booksa, Martićeva 14d, www.europeanshortstory.org.

Animafest Zagreb Archives

21.05 Thursday - 25.05 Monday
Mark’s Fair
Originating back to the year 1256, Mark’s fair continues to
this day. Venture down to Jelačić Square and see performers and performances that reminisce the good old days of
Zagreb. Relieve the old trades, customs, music and crafts
in a grand carnival atmosphere.QC-2, Trg bana Josipa
Jelačića.
29.05 Friday - 14.06 Sunday
Screen on the Green
The popular green screen phenomenon happening in cities around the world has finally come to Zagreb. The Open
Air Festival of Films will take place in the most popular
parks around the city. Film screenings are free of charge
and visitors can enjoy some of the most famous films from
around the world. So, pick up a blanket and some snacks
and come lounge in the park with your loved ones. Watch
a movie under the stars for a unique, new experience.
QTrg dr. Franje Tuđmana, Maksimir Park, Jarun, www.
screen.com.hr.

Music Salon
APRIL - JULY
It’s all about the music here, non-commercial yet
so influential at the Music Salon! Held over a few
months, some highlights include Gerriet K Sharma
(05 - 25 April) who will present his works as a composer and sound artist. Davor Savincenti presents
his new sound art work, and then there are numerous international artists and co-productions including Belgian ensemble Nadar, Cantus Ensemble La
Voix Humaine (Poulenc) and Erwartung (Schonberg), Austrian composer Hannes Seidl and video
artist Daniel Kotter amongst others. The central
event is The Showcase of a Contemporary Sound
(06 - 09 May).Qwww.sczg.unizg.hr.

www.inyourpocket.com
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JUNE / JULY
Summer in MSU 2
The second edition of this highly successful multimedia
program filled with concerts, exhibitions, film screenings
and international literature panels will once again take
place at Zagreb’s Museum of Contemporary Art. Set your
sights on eight film projections and concerts by the likes
of Laibach and Let 3 to be held on the museum’s roof
terrace on Saturdays throughout June and July.QJ-5,
Contemporary Art Museum, Avenija Dubrovnik 17,
www.msu.hr.
03.06 Wednesday - 10.06 Wednesday
The 19th Cest is d’ Best
Annual street festival packed with free concerts, circus attractions, dance, art shows plus much more. According to
tradition, it is the audience that gets involved and participates.QC-1, Various locations across city centre, www.
cestisdbest.com.
03.06 Wednesday - 05.06 Friday
Zagreb TourFilm Festival
A staggering film and documentary anthology shot in
the most must-see of Croatian tourist spots, this wonderful and original initiative aims at promoting tourism in a
most refreshing way. While motivating travel promoters,
the films also inspire any spectator with the country’s ‘lost
pearls,’ just waiting to be discovered.QB-3, The Mimara
Museum, Trg Franklina Roosevelta 5, www.zagrebtourfilm.com.
09.06 Tuesday - 14.06 Sunday
World Festival of Animated Film - Animafest Zagreb
Are you passionate about animation? This is the second
oldest festival of its kind in Europe which attracts intriguing world animations. With awards, pitching forums and
the advocacy of animation essential to the event, it is of
no wonder that it’s a magnet for known and wannabe
authors and producers in the field.QVarious locations
across city, www.animafest.hr.
19.06 FRIDAY - 21.06 Sunday
Fireworks Festival
What better to warm up to summer then to see this grand
fireworks festival right by the River Sava. Venture down to
Lake Bundek as a myriad of beer tents and concerts prozagreb.inyourpocket.com

vide the on-ground entertainment whereas the fireworks,
which are held every evening, will set the sky alive.QJ-4,
Lake Bundek, www.vatrometi.com.
22.06 Monday - 24.06 Wednesday
INmusic Festival
What reviews! ‘The National Geographic Traveller’ and
‘Woodstock of the 21st century’ have labelled INmusic
as one of the ‘Top 3 Music Festivals in the world’. With
a growing reputation, punters are waiting impatiently
for this year’s line-up that will bring some of the hottest
music acts to our city. Stay wired!QG-5, Jarun Lake, Otok
hrvatske mladeži, www.inmusicfestival.com.
26.06 Friday - 04.07 Saturday
Fantastic Zagreb Film Festival
Let’s all have some fresh air, literally and artistically, with a
wonderful and refreshing range of top-notch films from all
over the world during this unique open-air film festival. It’s
an awesome week to contemplate movies and stars that
justly deserve the mental musings.QVarous locations
across city centre and Medvedgrad, www.fantasticzagreb.com.
30.06 Tuesday - 15.07 Wednesday
The 34th Zagreb Summer Nights
As usual, this year’s edition of this prominent classical music festival will once again host some the best and most
renowned Croatian and international musicians, soloists
and chamber ensembles, do stay tuned for the latest in
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

the line-up.QC-1, Atrium of Klovićevi dvori Gallery, Jezuitski trg 4; St Catherine’s Church, Katarinin trg bb,
www.kdz.hr.

Rendez-vous - A festival
of France in Croatia
MAY - SEPTEMBER
Its viva le France for the next few months with over 100
events aimed at promoting French culture in all its beauty!
By golly there will be music, visual arts, theater, circus,
dance, design, architecture, literature, film, the economy,
fashion, social and global issues, sports, gastronomy, tourism, science, education and more. A special mention goes
to the exhibition by Auguste Rodin at the Art Pavilion
in Zagreb (05th May - 20th September), and the Ivan
Meštrović Gallery in Split. Over seventy works from the
famed sculptor, which include masterpieces such as; The
Kiss, The Thinker, The Gates of Hell and The Bronze Age
will be presented to the Zagreb audience. Naturally, this
year’s partner country is France and as part of the Festival
of France in Croatia, the first ever French vocal-ensemble
Le Concert Spirituel will come to life through a revival by
Herve Niquet. Other highlights include a large dance ball
which will be placed on Zagreb’s main square, a performance of Debussy’s Opera ‘Pelléas et Mélisande,’ and the
Nuit Blanche all night’s festival.Qwww.institutfrancais.hr
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Support
Local Designers
temporary design principles that are competitive in both
quality and design on the Croatian and foreign markets.
Expanding their product range is priority one!
‘Pinch of Salt’ by Manufakturist: The Adriatic is rich with
sun and seawater. Joining these elements in a stone and
glass container makes it possible to create one’s own stock
of salt while on holidays. The process is repeatable thus
keeping alive the ritual of producing salt in coastal Croatia.

Franka Spetić Dječje pregrade

In today’s day and age, we are constantly surrounded by
commercial advertisements of products appearing on
billboards through to social media. Yet little do we think
of how much work and effort goes behind the design created. What is exactly Croatia’s history with product design?
To begin with, the most intense modernisation in Croatia
was in the period from 1945 until the late ‘80s. Looking
back, design in Croatia throughout the 1950s began to take
shape thanks to the lesser pressure of market laws as in
other Western European countries. Although under Communism, designers and artists of commercial products had
a lot of freedom of expression. The team of artists considered as pioneers in the field included Ivan Picelj, architect
Vjenceslav Richter, Aleksandar Srnec and Zvonimir Radić.
Companies such as Yugoslav Airlines, the Segestica Alcohol
Factory, Kraš, Ghetaldus, Saponija, Jugoton and Pliva were
just some of the giants that had their visual identity and
product packaging worked on. The 1950s and ‘60 were
fruitful years in the design of furniture with awards received
both nationally and internationally. Božidar Murković’s sofa
in 1957 is now a part of the Museum of Arts and Crafts
collection. The 60’s and 70’s were marked by Bernardo Bernardi and Bogdan Budimirov with the commercial design
of the flexible drawing table Moya and Bernardi’s armchair
to name a few. Bruno Planinšek successfully created a number of practical items for the RIZ Factory (Radioindustrija
Zagreb) and in particular his electric coffee grinder Miki.
The 80’s were marked by the three series of furniture that
Mladen and Marijan Orešić designed for the Adriatic furniture factory. There were three series of chairs - Ergoline
in 1983, Modres in 1984 and probably the most famous
series Uni from 1987 that was made for the Universiade in
Zagreb. In the last twenty years, the Croatian design scene
has grown significantly with professional associations,
academic studies and review exhibitions in existence. Visual communication has grown dramatically whereas in the
category of product design, lack of funds has seen growth
in the development of own brands, the running of private
production and searching for alternative ways of distribution on the international market.
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Collocco dvosjed – Mario Dobrečević

Manasteriotti & Marić portret 2014

Mario Dobrečević
Splitting two in one is a lot of fun! This product designer
works on advertisement items, promotional materials,
business gifts and souvenirs. But he is also passionate
about interior and furniture design, relating functional
value to sustainability. Some of his trademark products
include the Sentio Coffee Table and Collocco Armchair.

Manasteriotti∞Marić
The name says it all! Igor Manasteriotti and Mia Marić have
over fifteen years of experience in branding. They have
worked for public figures, companies and industries, not
to mention projects. With awards for their efforts, their
design studio reaches out to customers from Los Angeles,
New York and Ottawa, to Beirut, Seoul and London.

Ira Payer

Pinch & bread – photo by Manufakturist

Manufakturist
Manufakturist is a young company founded by five women (Mia Bogovac, Matea Bronić, Dora Đurkesac, Maša Milovac, Kristina Volf) with the aim of boosting design and production services. Out of cooperation with traditional crafts
and working with materials of local origin, the company
outlines and shapes products with the application of conzagreb.inyourpocket.com

Ira Payer
Some may refer to her as Croatia’s Joan of Arc of Design.
Ira Payer is undoubtedly a known figure in art and design
circles where she has worked relentlessly to promote Croatian design. As president of the Croatian Designers Society (2005-2012) she initiated and developed numerous
projects of design advocacy in Croatia, many of which are
still active today. From editor in chief across various portals and magazines to directing international festivals, Ira
has been recognised with numerous awards in acknowledgement of her efforts. Only months ago, she launched
alongside economist Suzana Košćak an ambitious project
called the ‘Croatian Design Superstore’, and we at IYP were
keen to take up the opportunity to interview this Croatian
design diva!
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

ZIYP: Ira, you can tell us the actual reasons for the
long stagnation of Croatian product design, and
what has changed in the past few years?
Ira: Croatia was left without its industry and the economy
has long been stagnant. Design is a logical collateral victim of a country in crisis, impoverished by war and with
no real economic strategy. In saying that, over the last ten
years designers have become more entrepreneurial and
have not wait on clients to begin developing self-initiated
projects, and therefore without waiting for investors and
producers, they independently began to indulge in production. The current design scene in Croatia has, thanks to
the agility of designers themselves and the new younger
generation, become very interesting and lively. When one
considers how it has risen in such a short time and practically from ashes, we could talk about the phenomenon of
Croatian design.
ZIYP: Does Croatia possess a design scene that can
bring us to the surface and open up an entire new
chapter from which we can create new values?
Ira: In this respect, Croatia has good prospects because
it has a large number of extremely talented designers
and now a critical mass of products, but so far it still lacks
the necessary entrepreneurial projects that give design a
major boost and make it relevant marketwise. There are
still very little investors in design, and the authors are very
often they themselves getting into grips with production,
which in many cases is an insurmountable and great effort
which is demanding in every sense, especially financially.
Hence, that is why I was thinking about the platform that
would be of benefit to us all, because for any production in
the market, there is a prerequisite for retail, without which
nothing can work. In our country, an established functional chain has not been established which links the design
project, its production, marketing and distribution, and
which gives it market relevance. Sales are the key prerequisite for profitability in investment production. The Croatian Design Superstore is therefore important because it
will affect the development of the creative economy, and
not only for increase in demand and thus production of
domestic design, but also for its involvement in business
processes, its recognition in the context of product development and the overall growth of the culture of design in
the country.
ZIYP: How long did it take for the idea of the Croatian
Design Superstore to be realised? And now beyond
its establishment, what can you offer to tourism and
so on? How do you see yourself and how will you
connect design and tourism together?
Ira: I’ve been thinking about the platform for years and
I initially thought that it could run in some form within
the HDD, however, I decided that whatever the shape of
the project, it simply does not fall within the scope of an
organisation which is overloaded, trying to close other
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holes, such as those that have emerged due to the lack of
a national design centre or any institution that deals with
the implementation of design in the economy. And also
of course, it completes the lack of entrepreneurial projects
and initiatives based on the design. The Croatian Design
Superstore is conceived as an original product that affirms
Croatian design as an important segment of local, cultural
and creative industries, and offers tourists top quality and
attractive items; whilst it is also relevant to the local community because it gives a comprehensive overview and
specific market selections of the best contemporary Croatian design in one place. The backbone of the platform,
a representative exhibition of Croatian design, or rather
a unique hybrid of a design shop and design exhibition,
is made up of a relevant selection of the best examples
of high quality products, designed and manufactured in
Croatia, whether they be a small series, crafts, artisanal or
industrial products. The choice is made according to a criterion of excellence in design and the quality of the product as a whole. The current selection of products, including many winners of distinguished international design
awards, makes 130 products and product series, which
are represented through more than 150 authors and
copyright collectives. I feel there is no question that the
Croatian Design Superstore is an attractive tourist facility
that enhances the overall offer Zagreb and Croatia have as
a destination. Tourists who visit us are delighted, through
the selection of best Croatian designs they gain insight
into the creative class of Croatia, that really offers a quality
and prosperous image of our capital city and Croatia as a
country. Each item and souvenir they choose to buy and
take home really is a valuable and useful memory, and we
have worked very hard to ensure that a visit to the superstore is a complete experience. We have created a special
gastronomic offer based on local and seasonal ingredients
and beverages, we have prepared information materials in
foreign languages, our vendors are also the guides from
whom a lot can be learned. With the announcement of
major tourist groups arriving, we can prepare special guidance in the desired language.

Design Week Zagreb
08.05 Friday - 16.05 Saturday
For the second time in Croatia, welcome to a series of
events and gatherings not only for designers, but art
historians, economists, journalists and the general public
alike. Lectures, exhibitions, workshops and awards will
draw public attention as a promotion of creativity and
invention. The program consists of three core events:
Auto(r) - the biggest automotive design conference in
Europe, Judgement Day - an independent festival of creative communication and Produkteka - business platform
product design.QH-3, Lauba - The House for People and
Art, Prilaz baruna Filipovića 23a, www.tjedandizajna.
com/2015/.
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Design from a different
point of view
The Center for Inclusive Work Activities (CIWA) has existed
since 2004 with the primary purpose of integrating people
with intellectual disabilities into society and helping them
with employment opportunities. Helping these individuals
immerse into the working world, and having them successfully perform their work, increases their self-esteem
and dignity, as well as their financial independence, which
leads to an increased level of living satisfaction. The CIWA
helps these individuals develop and produce unique textile
products based on their artwork and handicraft skills. The
work center is located on Bleiweisova Street 13, in Zagreb,
and is where these individuals work hard every day from
08:00 to 18:00. Products can be bought at the center or ordered online at www.ducansasrcem.hr.
About Žiraha...
Žiraha is a zebra-like creature which was created by the artist Ratko Koletić, who is a member of the Association for
Promoting Inclusion in Zagreb. The brands Žiraha and JUPI
by UPI! were created in 2001 during an internal workshop
called, Extra/ordinary Design, which was organized by the
School of Design Faculty of Architecture University of Zagreb and the Croatian Designers Society, in cooperation
with the Helen Hamlyn Centre at the Royal College of Art in
London, the Association for Promoting Inclusion (API) and
Center for Inclusive Work Activities (CIWA). The Žiraha and
JUPI by UPI! designs are available in the following locations
throughout Zagreb: Take Me Home - Croatian Design Shop
(Tomićeva 4), Ježeva Kućica - the gift shop at the City of
Zagreb Zoo (Maksimirski perivoj bb), Animonda Zg- a pet
store (Međimurska 19), various fairs and sales exhibitions
throughout the year.
Ratko Koletić
Ratko Koletić, born in May of 1968, grew up surrounded by
nature, in the countryside, around the Velika Gorica area,
which inspired and encouraged his creative work. Since
1998, he has been part of the Supported Housing program
organized by the Association for Promoting Inclusion in Zagreb. Currently, he lives on his own and leads a relatively
self-sufficient lifestyle.

ZIYP: Where did you find the motivation to draw
Žiraha? Is it because animals make you happy?
Ratko: Žiraha lives in the zoo. I love animals. And fish,
birds, butterflies, elephants. They are all dear to me.
ZIYP: What are you drawing now, Ratko? Is there a
new character who will soon bring us joy?
Ratko: I draw everything. I love to draw peacocks because
they are colorful and beautiful. Žiraha is special. She’s in
first place.
ZIYP: Ratko, tell us what else you love in life and how
you live every day. Where do you walk? What do you
like in Zagreb?
Ratko: I love to draw, dance, sing, go on excursions, celebrate my birthday. I love to hang out with others, but I
also like to be alone, in peace. I have my own apartment. I
live alone. I have neighbors, Darinka and Željko, and I get
along well with them. With Martina, I go into town, for tea.
I love going to the Association “Faith and Light” because I
have a lot of friends there. I love going to Velika Gorica the
most, where I grew up. There I’m free. I love to walk everywhere. Go to church. In Zagreb, I love everything. The
people and animals.

Ratko Koletić with Žiraha

ZIYP: Ratko, how come you like to draw? What makes
you the happiest while drawing?
Ratko: I’ve been drawing since I was little. I like drawing with markers the most and I draw everything that is
around me - nature, flowers, fish, birds, butterflies.
ZIYP: Do you want to tell us a story about how you
created Žiraha?
Ratko: Žiraha was created many years ago. She’s white
and black. Special. That’s why she’s called Žiraha. She’s on
T-shirts and bags.
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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would also recommend a trip to the pub ‘K pivovari’ which
is now called ‘Pivana’ where you can try traditional local
specialties and drink excellent local beer, as well as participate in an excellent program filled with performances,
museum exhibitions and workshops through which you
can learn all about the history of Zagreb brewery. My favourite beer at Pivana is the unfiltered beer, which you
should definitely try.

We asked the designers - who live or work in
Zagreb to give us a few tips on how to enrich
your stay in this city and make it that bit more
interesting.

Zagreb Pulse

Matea Bronić
Multi-Disciplinary Designer
Piazza Luce, dizajn Ada Kezić, photo by Dražen Lapić

Ada Kezić
Product & Interior Designer
ZIYP: Where is your favourite place to drink coffee or
go out at night?
Ada: My favourite place to drink coffee is the Caffe Bar
Sedmica on Kačićeva Street and has been ever since my
days as a student. It’s a bit unsightly, but is a space filled
with creative souls a meeting place for architects, designers, painters, philosophers. Or Palainovka Cafe .... and for
nightlife, Sax Club.
ZIYP: Where is your favourite place to relax in Zagreb?
Ada: The promenade along Lake Jarun or Kraljičin Zdenac
(Queen’s Well, Medvednica).
ZIYP: What is the best way to discover the city? Which
activities do you recommend?
Ada: Walking around the city- from Zrinjevac take the
funicular to the Upper Town, St. Mark’s Square, the Stone
Gate, Tkalčićeva Street, Kaptol, the Cathedral...
ZIYP: Where is the most ideal place to shop? Which
stores do you recommend to purchase souvenirs by
Croatian designers?
Ada: The Gallery Link on Radićeva Street is full of signature
items and souvenirs by Croatian designers and artists ...
ZIYP: Which of the local specialties do you recommend as a “must-try” for visitors?
Ada: At the Gostionica Skender in Remete, try the duck
with mlinci, zagrebački sir i vrhnje (fresh cheese and sour
cream), bućnica...

Franka Spetić
Industrial Design Student
ZIYP: Where is your favourite place to drink coffee or
go out at night?
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Franka: My favorite place to drink coffee is Express bar
on Petrinjska Street 4. It is a small cafe & bar which is extremely comfortable and has delicious coffee, even different types of coffee from Ethiopia and Colombia. The place
is interesting to me because it is an ideal spot for collecting
ideas, while sipping on coffee.
ZIYP: Where is your favourite place to relax in Zagreb?
Franka: My favourite place to relax in Zagreb is with an
excursion into nature, such as Glavica on Sljeme, where
you can walk through nature, far away from the city noise,
and eat delicious beans or baked štrukli with cheese. The
view overlooking the city is spectacular. Often, on the
weekends, I go there with friends and family to recharge
my batteries for the upcoming week.
ZIYP: What is the best way to discover the city? Which
activities do you recommend?
Franka: To discover the City of Zagreb, I would recommend a walk through the center and Upper Town where
you can see many attractions, such as the Museum of the
City of Zagreb, the Museum of Broken Relationships and
other attractions characteristic to the old part of the city,
such as the funicular on Tomićeva Street, in order to introduce you to the history of Zagreb.
ZIYP: Where is the most ideal place to shop? Which
stores do you recommend to purchase souvenirs by
Croatian designers?
Franka: My favorite place to shop, which I would recommend to everyone is the Take Me Home Croatian Design
Shop on Tomićeva Street, which is located at the foot of
the funicular, offering Croatian products exclusively produced in Croatia. Various high-quality products can be
purchased in one place, as a memento from your trip, to
take home with you. The shop is interesting as it aims to
promote Croatian designs in collaboration with domestic
production in order to produce the best possible souvenir.
ZIYP: Which of the local specialties do you recommend as a “must-try” for visitors?
Franka: I would definitely recommend traditional
zagrebački štrukli as something everyone should try. I
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

ZIYP: Where is your favourite place to drink coffee or
go out at night?
Matea: I drink my morning coffee with colleagues at “Cafe
42,” and on a sunny day, a coffee on the terrace at “Fini
kolači,” on Stara Vlaška Street, feels good. The club “Super
Super” has a good night vibe and if you are into electronic
music, “Sirup” is a must.

Ada Kezić, photo by Dražen Lapić

ZIYP: Where is your favourite place to relax in Zagreb?
Matea: Walking up to Puntijarka (on Sljeme) is a great way
to let go of all your accumulated thoughts and is also a
good workout.
ZIYP: What is the best way to discover the city? Which
activities do you recommend?
Matea: Walking along the backstreets of the city! As well,
meeting for dinner with an organized group, such as GastoLabSoba. Visitors can gather together at one table and
enjoy great food, good drinks and conversation. Intriguing, is it not? Zagreb is a meeting place for the continental
and Mediterranean spirit. Depending on your preference,
it is possible to experience both characteristics in the city.
Coffee along with visiting the antiques fair at the British
Square is one of my favourite activities!
ZIYP: Where is the most ideal place to shop? Which
stores do you recommend to purchase souvenirs by
Croatian designers?
Matea: Small shops around the city center that are run by
Croatian authors. As a designer, I’m extremely proud of the
Superstudio 29, a Croatian Design project, by my colleague
Ira Payer. Shops with design products in the very center of
the city will truly become the center for the continuous
presentation of Croatian designs, a tourist destination and
a meeting place for crafts, industry and culture, such as the
souvenir Pinch of Salt - a small bowl for collecting salt from
the Adriatic Sea designed by Manufakturist.
ZIYP: Which of the local specialties do you recommend as a “must-try” for visitors?
Matea: Fresh cheese and sour cream from the market
Dolac, štrukle from Le Bistro at the Esplanade Hotel, black
risotto at the restaurant Korčula. If you want some dessert,
you must try the cake Mak na konac from the same pastry
shop with the same name as the dessert.
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

eNeN Table, design Ada Kezić, photo by Dražen Lapić

Kraljevina Zelina, photo by Nikola Zelmanović

Matea Bronić and Kristina Volf designed a new label
that will be launched in early April for "Kraljevina Zelina"
wines. The new packaging will evoke a sense of ease and enchantment, displaying fairies and other images whose smells,
tastes and moods create the feeling of being in the meadow
by a forest. Illustrations will include mythological forest elf
creatures dispersed among wild flowers and weeds that grow
naturally in Bilogora region.
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example of fusion cooking - octopus goulash. Be aware
that the interior hasn’t changed since about 1968 - but
in our view, that’s part of its simple charm. Good wines,
cheap beer, and a daily menu costing 30 - 150kn. Must try
cakes. Go!QB-2, Gundulićeva 18, tel. (+385-1) 483 03 49/
(+385-1) 483 03 50. Open 10:00 - 23:00. Closed Sun. (50
- 150kn). PAGW
Trilogija
Just next to the holy sanctuary Kamenita vrata (Stone
Gate), you will find this food haven that is sure to indulge
all of your senses in every way. The menu is filled with fusion foods using typical Croatian ingredients like the almost forgotten fresh cheese Škripavac or barley, and are
prepared in a Mediterranean way. To enrich your experience Trilogija offers a wine list of 130 Croatian and imported wines, 30 of which can be served by the glass.QC-1,
Kamenita 5, tel. (+385-1) 485 13 94, info@trilogija.com,
www.trilogija.com. Open 11:00 - 23:00, Fri, Sat 11:00 24:00, Sun 11:00 - 16:00. (75 - 140kn). PJAGW

Meet the meat

Vinodol Archives

Croatian
Didov san
Authentic Dalmatian cuisine, we recommend the beef and
lamb roast cooked in the traditional ‘ispod peke’ style. The
prosciutto, homemade sausages and freshly baked bread
are to die for. Fresh desserts and a proud wine selection
make for a fine way to dine. Also at Bencekovićeva 28.QB1, Mletačka ulica 11, tel. (+385-1) 485 11 54/(+385-)
091 484 20 61, konoba@konoba-didovsan.com, www.
konoba-didovsan.com. Open 11:00 - 23:00, Fri, Sat
11:00 - 24:00. (45 - 130kn). PALGW
Ivica i Marica
Ivica and Marica’s cakes are to die for: intensely delicious,
using only natural, healthy ingredients. So it’s great news
that they’ve opened a restaurant along the same lines:
homestyle recipes in a Hansel and Gretel cottage atmosphere.QC-1, Tkalčićeva 70, tel. (+385-1) 482 89 99,
www.ivicaimarica.com. Open 12:00 - 23:00, Sun 12:00
- 22:00. Closed Mon. From April 15 Open 12:00 - 23:00,
Sun 12:00 - 22:00. (68 - 130kn). PJAGBW
Tip-Top
This place looks utterly missable from outside. But we
heard say that the food is excellent. The menu really is
something special. It’s one of the few places in Zagreb
offering absolutely traditional Dalmatian cuisine at prices
you can afford. Pick fresh sardines, shark or - an unusual
30 Zagreb In Your Pocket

Batak grill
A full review for Batak would literally take pages. With five
locations in Zagreb and a sixth coming soon, this restaurant chain already covers most of the city. Highly trained
and polite staff, the menu is always being kept fresh. A recommendation is close to impossible to pick, but if pushed
you simply have to try the mazalica with urnebes. Divine.
QK-2, Vlaška 115, tel. (+385-1) 466 43 31, kvatric@
batak-grill.hr, www.batak-grill.hr. Open 11:00 - 23:00.
(35 - 70kn). PTA6VGBXSW
Pri Zvoncu
Has forged a reputation and a legion of fans for fantastic
food and great value. Rustic in style, Pri Zvoncu has a super little shady garden in the peaceful neighbourhood of
Vrbik, just round the corner from the British and German
embassies. Although they mainly serve inland Croatian
cuisine, they do fish specialities on Fridays, and cook beef
and lamb ispod peke - a traditional Dalmatian cast iron bell
heaped with glowing ash. The excellent wine list includes
home-made white wine on tap. Make the trip south of
the railway line - you won’t regret it.QI-4, XII Vrbik 1, tel.
(+385-1 ) 619 84 73, www.prizvoncu.com. Open 11:00 22:30. Closed Sun. (30 - 150kn). PAGBW

Seafood
Dubravkin put
Nestled in the peaceful greenery of Tuškanac, visitors to
this hide-away hot spot are welcomed with a wine-wall
entrance and swept away to Dalmatia with seafood delights. The understated, rustic exterior highlights the fresh
and elegant restaurant and wine bar. The vino selection
alone is worth the trek but we suggest donning your Sunday best with friends and an apetite for an unforgettable
fine-dining affair.QB-1, Dubravkin put 2, tel. (+385-1)
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

483 49 75, info@dubravkin-put.com, www.dubravkinput.com. Open 11:00 - 23:00. Closed Sun. (90 - 150kn).
PJALGBW
Gallo
A pleasant addition to the scene for its delectable feeding options and a seating scenario (terrace!) that kicks
tush. Near to the Croatian National Theatre, it`s well suited
to a quality meal of business or pleasure.QB-3, Andrije
Hebranga 34, tel. (+385-1) 481 40 14, gallo@zg.t-com.
hr, www.gallo.hr. Open 11:00 - 23:00. (70 - 150kn).
PAGBXW
Jadera
A little gem tucked in the green neighbourhood of Vrbik. Jadera’s strong point is the wide choice of ultra-fresh
fish and real Dalmatian style cooking. Clean, sweet and
unpretentious, we heartily recommend you try - but
do book in advance.QI-4, Zeleni trg 4, tel. (+385-1)
605 52 50, bistrojadera@gmail.com, www.restoranjadera.hr. Open 11:30 - 23:00. Closed Sun. (50 - 150kn).
PAGBW
Korčula
Locals find it supremely authentic - the fish is as rubbery
as a racquetball, which is evidently how momma’s been
doing it for the last millennium or so. If you want to understand the meaning of Dalmatia and you don’t want to
have to go far to do it, this is your place.QC-2, Nikole Tesle
17, tel. (+385-1) 487 21 59, boban.korcula@gmail.com,
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

www.restoran-korcula.hr. Open 10:30 - 23:00. Closed
Sun. (70 - 120kn). PJAGBW
Ribice i tri točkice
With colorfully whimsical, dream-like images of the Adriatic adorning each wall and window, treat all your senses
to a seaside dinner getaway at Fish and Three Dots in the
city’s center. Be sure to ask for the daily specials of fish, fish
and more fish offered at this seafood bistro that’s wrapped
in the heart-lifting artistry of Rijeka’s Vojo Radoičić. In a
rush? Just down the sidewalk toward Cvjetni Trg is their
take-away stand with a similarly fish-filled array of offerings.QC-2, Ulica Petra Preradovića 7/1, tel. (+385-1) 563
54 79, info@ribiceitritockice.hr, www.ribiceitritockice.
hr. Open 12:00 - 23:00. (30 - 80kn). PJAGBW

Ethnic
Asia
Thought by many to be the nicest Chinese in town, it’s
also in the best space: an elegant building overlooking the
landscaped Tomislav Square. There’s none of the OTT decor that you so often find in restaurants of this kind; in fact
it’s perfectly suited to a business meal. Food is consistently
top quality, and the service swift and professional. Also at
Nova Ves 88, tel. 466 78 26.QD-3, Augusta Šenoe 1, tel.
(+385-1) 484 12 18, rezervacije@asia.hr, www.asia.hr.
Open 11:30 - 23:00. (29 - 125kn). PAGW
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SYMBOL key
P Air conditioning A Credit cards accepted
T Child-friendly

U Facilities for the disabled

B Outside seating

L Guarded parking

S Take away

6 Pet-friendly

W Wifi

J Old town location

Royal India
Located by the Zagreb Cathedral, Royal India is the perfect
place to savour some authentic Indian cuisine. Situated in
the basement, the scent of incense greets you at the door
and creates a temple-like atmosphere. Try some samosas,
tandoori chicken and warm naan with a cup of lassi or cardamom tea along with a wide variety of other delicious
dishes. Be careful when ordering your food spicy because
unlike most of the restaurants in Zagreb, the food really is
spicy. Best of all, the extremely friendly staff recommends
the best dishes with the freshest ingredients for the day.
QC-1, Kaptol 27, tel. (+385-1) 468 09 65, royalindiazg@
gmail.com, www.royal-india-zagreb.com. Open 12:00 23:00, Sun 13:00 - 23:00. (35 - 95kn). PJAGW
Sofra
Once you’ve sampled all the Croatian specialties, there
are still more culinary delights to try. First stop: the rich
and heavy food of Bosnia. You can try all types of Bosnian
specialties like krumpiruša, kvrguša and urmašice and then
move on to a scrumptious piece of baklava and authentic Turkish coffee.QK-4, Radnička cesta 52 (Green Gold
Centre), tel. (+385-1) 411 16 21, sofraured@gmail.com,
www.sofra.hr. Open 10:00 - 22:30, Sun 12:00 - 17:00. (24
- 130kn). PAGBXW
Takenoko Sushi Bar
The Takenoko Sushi Bar is a brilliant addition to the dining scene in town. It boasts an extensive sushi and wok
speciality menu and bonus, if you’re a little unsure about
these things the menu defines them for you! The open interior is in the art-design category that will trick you into
believing you’re high-class. With a great wine list, sake
and a restroom so cool it can easily double as your free
dessert, we think you’ll be quite thrilled if this is the one
you choose. CC only Visa. Also at Radnička 37b, Open 11:00
- 23:00. Closed Sun.QC-1, Nova Ves 17 (Centar Kaptol),
tel. (+385-1) 486 05 30, japanski.restaurant@takenoko.
hr, www.takenoko.hr. Open 12:00 - 23:30, Sun 12:00 17:00. (70 - 180kn). PAGW

International
Apetit City
This ‘oasis of enlightened hedonism’ is the newly opened
downtown branch of a favorite Apetit bistro. Ask the
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helpful-without-hovering staff to compliment their fresh
seafood, beef and lamb dishes with a delicate dessert. Designed to offer generously portioned lunch-friendly options, the menu’s tantalizing flavor combinations served
in an ambiance of simple perfection stirs the apetite any
time of day.QB-2, Obrtnički prolaz 7, tel. (+385-1) 481 10
77, sanja@apetit.hr, www.apetit.hr. Open 12:00 - 23:00.
Closed Sun. (70 - 160kn). PJAGBW
Bistro Karlo
This top-class temple of flavor worship trains all taste buds
in the art of preserving and the pleasure of savoring nature’s finest flavors. Let the menu spark the imagination
but ask your server to lead you toward their other innovative offerings made daily. Whether for lovingly prepared
seafood specials or deserts to write home about, reservations recommended.QB-2, Gundulićeva 16, tel. (+385-1)
483 31 75, initium.vini@zg.t-com.hr. Open 11:00 - 23:00.
Closed Sun. (75 - 135kn). PJNGW
OXBO Urban Bar & Grill
For a taste of American beef, check out Oxbo. Their diverse
menu offers many creative dishes based on Croatian seasonal produce and ingredients, but a must try are the steak
and hamburgers made from Black Agnus beef. As well,
choose from an array of Croatian wines to sip in a relaxed
environment. An additional plus, is the extremely friendly
staff.QJ-3, Ulica grada Vukovara 269a, tel. (+385-1) 600
19 14, zagreb.oxbo@gmail.com, www.oxbogrill.com.
Open 06:30 - 23:00, Sat, Sun 07:00 - 23:00. (60 - 320kn).
PiAGBW

Vege Restaurants
Nishta
It’s far from ništa that you’ll get here, should you choose to
forego meat for your meal. The menu has adequate depth
and variety, and you’ll see a wonderful mix of cold raw,
and hot cooked vegetarian dishes. Staff are almost overly
helpful, and will assist in choosing an option for those unfamiliar with vegetarian repast. A return visit is definitely
on the cards.QB-2, Masarykova 11/1, tel. (+385-1) 889 74
44, info@nishtarestaurant.com, www.nishtarestaurant.
com. Open 12:00 - 22:00. Closed Sun. (49 - 69kn).
PA6GW
Šumski Kuhar Bistro
Only part of the Zagreb scene for 4 months now, this
vegan restaurant is already making a name for itself. Slap
bang in the middle of the bustling centre, this first floor
venue feels like it could be miles from any noise whatsoever. All ingredients are sourced in Croatia where possible,
and the dessert menu would put many slastičarnice to
shame.QC-2, Tkalčićeva 7, tel. (+385-1) 481 96 34, www.
sumskikuhar.com. Open 11:00 - 22:00. Closed Sun. (15 55kn). PJA6GBW
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Chic & Cheerful
Bistro Lauba
A small bistro, at the entrance to the gallery of the same
name, a little bit off the beaten track but very much accessible. Those in the know will tell you that Lauba’s homemade artisanal bread is the best in town, and it’s hard to
argue with them. Pop in for a cup of tea and try their black
bread with chilli with some hummus or pate.QH-3, Baruna Filipovića 23a, tel. (+385-1) 630 21 40, bistro@lauba.
hr, lauba.hr/en/bistro-26/. Open 09:00 - 22:00, Sat 11:00
- 22:00. Closed Sun. (20 - 115kn). PA6LGW
Bistro RougeMarin
Tuck in a napkin bib, here comes the burger to write home
about…to write sonnets about… to declare juicy, beefy
goodness on par with lottery winnings about. Served at
ready-to-eat temperatures on perfectly soft, crispy-crust
buns with thin bacon slices and crunchy lettuce leaves.
Then there is lešada, seafood, lamb, chicken or beef
cooked in salty water with various ingredients for spice.
Tasty, healthy and served with potatoes or silver beat. It’s
love at first bite and highly recommended.QK-4, Frana
Folnegovića 10, tel. (+385-1) 618 77 76/(+385-1) 788 87
76, info@rougemarin.hr, www.rougemarin.hr. Open
11:00 - 22:30, Sat 12:00 - 22:30. Closed Sun. (30 - 70kn).
A6GBW

tel. (+385-1) 553 10 14. Open 12:30 - 23:00. Closed Sun.
(40 - 90kn). PAGBW
Mundoaka Street Food
For an extraordinary meal experience in Zagreb, check
out Mundoaka Street Food. Conveniently located by the
Main Square, their dishes, from homemade pasta to steak
tartare and chicken salad, are all made with a tasty and
unique twist. But, don’t get too attached to a single dish,
as the menu is constantly changing. Sit out on the patio
and people watch as you savour your meal or enjoy the
cozy and sleek white modern space indoors, adorned with
wine bottles.QC-2, Petrinjska 2, tel. (+385-1) 788 87 77,
info@mundoakastreetfood.com. Open 08:00 - 22:30,
Fri 08:00 - 23:00, Sat 09:00 - 23:00. Closed Sun. (40 90kn). PJAGBW

Bistro Šalša
Ladies, this is one bistro where all the chefs and staff are
men and one would expect that at least 50% of the customer base finds this enticing. The concept is oh so simple
with a choice of three types of hearty meals per day. The
menu changes daily and is tops for brunch or lunch.QH-3,
Kostelska 11, bistro.salsa.tresnjevka@gmail.com. Open
11:30 - 22:00, Sat 12:00 - 22:00. Closed Sun. (30 - 40kn).
PNGBSW
Mali bar
Understated fabulousness permeates this must-go spot
carved into a city center alleyway staircase. The relaxed,
happy clientele make the most impressive aspect of the
decor with over thirty business casual making up the
major hues. Stop in anytime for wine and fab tapas but
with a tv-famous chef in the kitchen. QD-2, Vlaška 63,
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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Budget
Mimice
As the oldest fast fish joint in Zagreb, Mimice is practically
an institution in this city. Drop in for a quick plate of fried
sardines and anchovies, a la Dalmatia, which is usually
eaten standing up at the ‚bar‘ that hugs the restaurant‘s
walls.QD-2, Jurišićeva 21, tel. (+385-1) 481 45 24. Open
08:00 - 21:00, Sat 08:00 - 17:00. Closed Sun. (16 - 34kn).
PJNG
Nokturno
As fun as they come, it boasts a younger crowd and is a
thrilling option for tourists. The outdoors, alleyway seating is great (the free cat performances kick!) and the menu
very extensive and easily pleasing.QC-1, Skalinska 4, tel.
(+385-1) 481 33 94, nokturno@zg.t-com.hr. Open 09:00
- 24:00. (25 - 55kn). PJAGBW
Pithos
Zagreb should count itself blessed as more places open,
dedicated to freshly prepared food. Pithos, perhaps,
sparked that trend, having been open 7 years now. With
ingredients sourced each morning, and no leftovers (or
freezer in which to put them), the menu can vary in content as the seasons progress. It’s a small size, so no large
parties, but you simply have to try their soup, the unofficial
Croatian national dish.QB-3, Žerjavićeva 7, tel. (+385-1)
485 43 82, pithos.zagreb@gmail.com, www.pithos.
hr. Open 09:00 - 18:00. Closed Sat, Sun. (29 - 50kn).
PNGBW
Zalogajnica “Kod Duje”
If you’re east of the main square and fancy a decent, quick
and inexpensive meal the local way, head to the park by
the Kvaternikov trg marketplace. This simple and decent
little spot offers a range of homestyle dishes such as
sarma (soured cabbage leaves stuffed with minced meat
and rice, cooked in delicious sauce), stuffed peppers, and
a selection of meaty and bean stews.QJ-3, Martićeva 62,
tel. (+385-1) 461 06 43. Open 06:00 - 23:00. (15 - 50kn).
AGBW

Photo by Bojan Haron Markičević – Rougemarin
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Tasty Getaways

Mali medo Archives

Breakfast
Day Cafe
One look at these wraps and you’re lip smacking jumping
to the counter, not to mention the scrumptious eggs, toast
sandwiches, smoothies n sweets with extras on top.QI-4,
Savska 144a, tel. (+385-1) 619 16 50, info@daycafe.hr,
www.daycafe.hr. Open 08:00 - 22:00. Closed Sun. (15 55kn). PALGBW
Imperial Café
What a choice! Omlets, American pancakes, muffins,
croissants, cereal or French toast. Happy hour daily from
15:00 to 18:00 except Sundays! The 18kn coffee’n’cake or
tea’n’cake is a winner.QD-3, Kneza Borne 2, tel. (+385-1)
459 91 56. Open 07:00 - 23:00. (32 - 45kn). PAGi
BW
KavaTava
How do you like your eggs? Cooked, scrambled or sunny-side-up? Not to mention bacon n eggs, sausages n
eggs, toasts, Yankee Doodle pancakes, cottage cheese
with cream, tortillas. And best of all, is served aaalll
day long!QA-2, Britanski trg, tel. (+385-1) 484 60 33,
info@tomtom.hr. Open 07:00 - 24:00. (14 - 110kn).
JNBW
Velvet
Classy chic café with the scent of fresh coffee proliferating.
Best of all, the first meal of the day is adorned with toast,
eggs, croissant, muesli…Do not miss the house special,
sandwich with prosciutto, artichokes and parmesan.QB2, Dežmanova 9, tel. (+385-1) 484 67 43, info@velvet.
hr. Open 08:00 - 23:00, Sun 08:00 - 14:00. (10 - 35kn).
PJGBW
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

Interested in trying some delicious local specialties available around the Zagreb area? You’re in luck because we’ve
made a list of some great places for you to try out during your visit. Savour the taste of traditional local dishes
made using only the freshest seasonal ingredients at these
mouth-watering restaurants, which can be enjoyed along
with various homemade wines produced in Central Croatia. Or, as an alternative, stop by an organic farm to pick up
some fresh produce and make your own meal.
Bertija pod lipom
This is a 200 year old, originally decorated, cottage and a
protected monument that continues to serve up classic
dishes from the hills of Zagorje. You can taste the homemade strudels, sausages, cheese and sour cream on offer.
The owner Božo is the heart and soul of this place and
makes sure that everything runs smoothly.QZarebačka 8,
Gornja Stubica, tel. (+385-49) 28 91 60, matija_gubec@
net.hr. Open 09:00 – 22:00. Closed Mon.
Biser Moslavine
Biser Moslavine is located in the village Moslavina on the
border of Central Croatia and the Slavonia region. They
offer accommodation in a renovated old oak farmhouse,
built in 1883, along a quaint stream, for a recreational and
culinary holiday. Authentic dishes from the Moslavina
region cannot be missed, as well as the local honey and
walnut brandy. Enjoy a leisurely walk around the estate
filled with pear trees and a vegetable garden or take in the
view as you sit back and relax.QMoslavačka 13a, Donja
Gračenica, tel. (+385-) 091 383 73 87, biser.moslavine@
gmail.com, www.biser-moslavine.com. Open by prior
arrangement.
Bolfan Vinski Vrh
Enjoy homemade cuisines with in season produce purchased from local families for the freshest ingredients at
Bolfan Vinski Vrh. These tasty meals can be enjoyed with a
glass of ecological Bolfan wine. If you’re looking for some
much needed rest and relaxation then this is the perfect
place for you. There are five rooms available for guests, a
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

seminar room, hiking and biking trails and a playground
for kids. As well, for wine lovers, wine tasting and a tour
of the wine cellar are a must. There is also a vineyard
and pasture where red angus cattle are raised.QGornjaki 56, Hraščina, tel. (+385-) 099 703 17 97, bolfan@
bolfanvinskivrh.hr, www.bolfanvinskivrh.hr. Open Wed
- Sun 12:00 - 20:00. (90 - 200kn).
Karlo
This charming picturesque restaurant is located in the
heart of the Plešivička Wine Road, part of an area locally
nicknamed, “Little Tuscany.’’ They offer traditional dishes
full of mouth-watering flavour and seductive aromas using fresh seasonal ingredients, such as homegrown rabbit prepared with a delicious rose champagne or savoury
chicken and vegetable skewers. These tasty meals can
be enjoyed with some homemade wine while overlooking a beautiful view of the vineyards in this gastronomic
fairytale.QPleševica 40, tel. (+385-1) 629 30 91, karlo.
gastrovin@gmail.com. Open 12:00 – 22:00. Closed
Mon. (55 - 95kn).
Majsecov mlin
For an authentic zagorski ambience make sure to stop by
Majsecov mlin. Several small wooden house are located
around an old mill, in which you can still grind flour. Try
some local dishes which are made using only ingredients
from the Zagorje region. Mulberries, pumpkin oil and
cream of pumpkin soup are available to try along with
numerous other local delicacies.QObrtnička 47, Donja
Stubica, tel. (+385-49) 28 80 92, majsecov.mlin@gmail.
com, www.majsecov-mlin.com. Open 09:00 – 23:00.
(65 - 90kn).
Mala hiža
Dishes in a 125 years old restaurant - This majestic small
traditional wooden building was built in 1887, dismantled,
relocated, reassembled, refurbished and opened in 2001.
What a journey! And when going to such extremes, the
food just has to be good. There is a yearly all-round menu
and an additional seasonal menu that combines tradition
with innovation.QBalogovec 1, Mačkovec, Čakovec, tel.
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(+385-40) 34 11 01, malahiza@gmail.com, www.malahiza.hr. April - November Open 10:00 - 23:00, Sat, Sun
10:00 - 24:00.November - April Open 10:00 - 22:00, Sat,
Sun 10:00 - 23:00. (65 - 185kn).
OPG Mario Krog
If you’re looking to buy fresh and organic products then
a visit to OPG Mario Krog farm is a must. Recently established in 2013, they aim to preserve the traditional
breeding of domestic ducks in Krapina, an area which the
Pannonian Sea used to cover. Currently, the farm always
has between 100-200 ducks which are slowly prepared
for sale. The ducks are provided with fresh drinking water and eat homemade pesticide-free food mixed with
grains, such as wheat, barley and oats. As well, the ducks
provide fresh eggs, which are twice as big as a chicken’s
eggs and with a yolk that is much more yellow. The farm
is open to visitors from 07:00 until 17:00 during the winter,
when the ducks go to sleep, and during the summer, the
farm is open until 20:00.QGornja Pačetina 27, Lepajci,
Krapina, tel. (+385-) 099 342 53 01, farma.patka@gmail.
com, www.domace-patke.com. April - November Open
07:00 - 20:00, November - April Open 07:00 - 17:00.
Price of ducks 60kn/kg.
PG Jagunić
The perfect place for a delicious homemade meal. This
restaurant offers traditional dishes, such as fresh cheese
and sour cream, poultry meals, including turkey, duck and
geese, as well as sauerkraut, smoked ham and cheese strudel. These can all be enjoyed with a bottle of homemade
award-winning wine. It’s an ideal location for celebrations,
such as weddings and birthdays or an important business
meeting, and the delicious meal can be savoured while
overlooking the spectacular view of the surrounding vineyards.QPlešivica 25, Jastrebarsko, tel. (+385-1) 629 30
94, velimir_jagunic@yahoo.com, www.jagunic.com.
Open by prior arrangement. (80 - 200kn).

Local Flavour
with their favourite stallholders over years, you’re here just
for the weekend. How can you be sure you’re not shortchanged or given spoiled produce?
Don’t be fooled into thinking that just because this is an
open-air market everything is as local as it is picturesque. If
you look carefully you can spot the importers - the fruit is
a little too regular in shape; the produce is not as fresh as it
might be; the produce on sale is out of season and its packaging belies its foreign origins. The beauty of the market is
buying veg that was picked early this morning (or yesterday at the latest). It’s travelled into town in a big chequered
bag with the lady from the surrounding countryside - these
ladies are known as kumice and for their years spent supplying the city’s markets they’ve earned their own statue
at the top of the steps on Dolac market. Or it might be
trucked in from the coast where it’s spent its life under the
warm Dalmatian sun.
See that bit of mud on the roots of your spinach? That’s a
good sign that tells you this is the real deal. This food wasn’t
raised on artificial substrate so it’s full of flavour. With a bit
of luck it’s not soaked with chemical fertilizers or pesticides
either. Look out for people with a slightly motley selection
of goods that tell you they’re smallholders, not large-scale
traders. Seek out imperfections in the produce - natural
food is not all the same size and shape. Look for a nice bit of
mud (but not too much water, that’s a trick to add weight
on the scales).
The aforementioned Dolac has been feeding the citizens of
Zagreb since 1930, and it’s one of the liveliest spots in the
city. From 06:00 to around 14:00, it’s full of banter, barter,
chatter, shouting and laughter. It’s fringed by cafes and little food outlets; a trip there is an unmissable part of the
sightseeing schedule.
If you’re a vegetarian, you’ll want to avoid the meat section where you’ll be confronted by bits of carcass swinging
all over the place. The meat market is far from unsanitary
but it’s a far cry from the cellophane-wrapped sterility of
the supermarket; there’s no kidding you where that pork

Food Markets
If you love your food and enjoy cooking, you won’t want
to miss the farmers’ markets. Zagreb has over 20 of them;
most neighbourhoods have at least a few stalls selling fruit
and vegetables, while at the larger markets you’ll also find
meat, fish, dairy produce and a whole lot more.
The charms of open-air markets are known far and wide.
Piles of produce gleaming in the sun; the local colour, the
lively atmosphere. However, for outsiders it can be a daunting experience. You have to find a way to communicate
with the stallholders. While the locals develop relationships

Copanjek
A traditional delicacy from the Pleševička region, copanjek is a salty crisp cake filled with fresh cheese, parsley and greens.
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chop came from. Here you can choose from fresh meat of
all kinds, cured hams, bones and tails for your soup, spicy
Slavonian kulen (a little like a giant chorizo), multitude salamis and the scourge of children everywhere, offal.
Potentially even more off-putting is the dairy section at
Dolac, an enclosed area with an unmistakeably milky aroma. There rows of ladies invite you to taste their wares, and
we strongly advise you to do so. Try slivers of supple young
cheese (svježi sir), rich sour cream (vrhnje), smoked cheese
(dimljeni sir), cheese flavoured with papr ika, nettle, herbs or
made with goat’s or sheep’s milk (kozji, ovčji sir). Also look
out for the Gligora stall selling highly-regarded cheese from
Pag island.
A trip to the fish section (ribarnica) is part culinary voyage,
part natural history adventure. The creatures of the deep
whose gaze you’ll meet you’ve probably never seen before.
Along with shimmering crates of sardines are plump pink
scorpion fish, exquisite yet ugly monkfish; jumbo Adriatic
squid, conger eel, river trout and huge, fearsomely-toothed,
delicious and hideously expensive dentex. If you’re not sure
how to prepare these things, ask the stallholder who will
usually gut them for you and offer advice on cooking. Look
for fish with plump flesh and bright (not sunken) eyes.
There’s fish to suit every pocket, and the cheapest, the
humble sardine (just 20kn a kilo), is the healthiest of them
all.
At the far end of the open-air part of Dolac market you’ll
find herbal teas and tinctures and traditional craft items
such as lace tablecloths, embroidered slippers and wooden
toys. Above is a plateau named after Petrica Kerempuh, a
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

literary character. The Kerempuh restaurant is a great spot
for a tasty lunch, and the Potepuh café has been the meeting place of artists and intellectuals for decades, including
poet Tin Ujević and novelist Miroslav Krleža. In summer, you
can buy bedding plants, herbs and other supplies for your
garden or window box in this part of the market. Go a little
further along Opatovina and you’ll find stalls selling cheap
clothing.
Down the Dolac steps and towards the square are flower
stalls, a mirror held up to the changing seasons. Along
with hothouse staples there are always narcissi in the
spring, chrysanthemums in autumn, and lavender and
sunflowers to help you pay homage to the summer.
As you can see, your shopping spree on Dolac is hard work
so you deserve a break. A legendary place for a light lunch
is Bistro Amfora, strategically positioned under the arches
by the fish market. The place hasn’t changed in the past 30
years; it’s one of the last reminders of Zagreb in years gone
by and the locals gather from dawn to chew over the day’s
gossip. The smell of frying squid and sardines is irresistible.
A main course (we suggest crni rižot, squid ink risotto) and
a glass of wine will set you back just a few euro.
The other main Zagreb markets include Britanski trg (affectionately known as Britanac), which transforms into an
antiques market on Sundays; and Trešnjevački plac and
Kvatrić (Kvaternikov trg) - also largeish markets with good
fish sections and much more.
So, pick up your basket and head for the market! Great
food, good cheer and some super photo opportunities
await you.
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Cafes
THURSDAYS AND SATURDAYS
Plac u Kvartu
Welcome to a great little spot for admirers of healthy
organic food, natural ingredients, handmade souvenirs,
natural cosmetics and jewellery. This little market is also a
place where one can come for a coffee and unwind after
a busy day at work, not to mention bringing your fourlegged friends that are more than welcome. All things
natural are always the best choice!QH-3/4, Jablanovečka
ulica 49 (Trešnjevka). Open Saturday 10:00 - 17:00,
Thursday 15:00 - 20:00.

Klopa s klopa Archives

The Foodie’s Guide
06.04 Monday - 12.04 Sunday
Slatki gušti
The name of the festival translates as ‘Sweet Delights’
and it is as delightful and tasty as it sounds. Now an annual event, it draws the best pastry shops and chefs to the
beautiful Zrinjevac Park. Whilst treating one’s taste buds to
wonderful desserts, one can also visit culinary workshops,
or enjoy the entertaining programme and interesting contests on hand!QC-2/3, Zrinjevac Park, www.slatki-gusti.
com.
25.04 Saturday - 26.09 Saturday
Klopa s klupa
Every last Saturday of the month
This project brings to attention both local and international snacks to the very heart of the city - the Dolac
Food Market! The spirit of the city is here and visitors can
taste well prepared seasonal meals and nibbles made of
healthy ingredients thus testifying that street food is oh
so yummy!QC-2, The Dolac Market, info@klopasklupa.
com, klopasklupa.com.
21.05 Thursday - 24.05 Sunday
Dinner in the Sky® Zagreb
Don’t look down as this smashing experience delivers
breakfast, lunch, dinner or cocktails 50 meters above the
ground. One chef, one waiter, and one entertainer and
you can be amongst 22 people sky high! For this unearthly
experience that has taken over the world, why not head
for cloud 9!QA-3, In front of the Westin Zagreb (Izidora
Kršnjavoga 1), www.dinnerinthesky.com.hr.
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Cooking workshops for tourists with
disabilities
In the City Centre, at Nova Ves 10, the UNUO Association
has organised free culinary weekend workshops for tourists with disabilities. Groups are small, so reserve your spot
at www.unuo.hr (prijava) and learn how to make traditional Croatian specialities in a comfortable environment full
of uninterrupted enjoyment, socialising, and fun. Besides
tourists with disabilities, everyone else can also join the
workshop!QC-1, UNUO Association, Nova Ves 10, www.
unuo.hr.
The Little Market in the Attic
Many people feel they’d love to have better access to
healthy, organically grown food. And at the same time,
producers of organic food need better access to customers. The Little Market in the Attic (Mali plac na Tavanu)
is an answer to this problem, enabling people to have a lot
of fun along the way. Literally held in the attic of Jelena
Nikolić, a food stylist and blogger, the market is open
every Saturday and you can find all kinds of interesting
delicacies from the furthest corners of Croatia, plus natural
cosmetics, eco-friendly cleaning products and a whole lot
more. It’s also a meeting place where you can learn from
others about growing and enjoying natural healthy food.
Open 11:00 - 17:00. Once a month, on Wednesdays 15:00
- 20:00, visit Mali Plac After Work, on the second floor of
the Shock Show Industry, in the courtyard of the former
Katran Factory.QI-2, Sinkovićeva 8, www.tavan.info. J
Wine School by Jelena Šimić Valentić
Love wine! Wanna learn more? Enroll into these workshops which provide for 15 to 20 people. They consist of
three 180 minute sessions per month with the exact dates
to be released two weeks prior to school starting. Classes
always begin at 18:30 and four international wines will always be tasted!Qtel. (+385-) 098 165 80 73, pupitres@
pupitres.hr, www.pupitres.hr.
Mljekomat i siromat
You can buy fresh milk directly from the farm family Kiseljak at the store Juice Box on Vlaška 72b where there is a
mljekomat and siromat, a milk and cheese vending machine. Enjoy the taste of whole unprocessed fresh milk
and cheese from cows which graze on mountain pastures.
QE-2, Juice Box, Vlaška 72b.
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

Booksa
Chill, laid back, and the meeting place of the Association
for the Promotion of Cultures ‘Kulturtreger’, Booksa could
be a bookshop or library for all the reading material on offer. Come in, order from a wide selection of teas, pick a
book off the shelf, and relax. There are also readings and
workshops on a regular basis, and every second Thursday offers up and coming bands and artists a chance to
showcase their talents. A far-reaching vision indeed.QD2, Martićeva 14d, tel. (+385-1) 461 61 24, info@booksa.
hr, www.booksa.hr. Open 11:00 - 20:00. Closed Mon.
6NGBW
Cajtnot
In the Centre of Zagreb? Stuck for time? Then this small
café just off the main square is a great option to catch
some peace from the hustle and bustle. Cajtnot has a small
library with some books in both English and Croatian, to
help keep you occupied while sipping your kava or pivo.
There’s kitsch value too, with a radio set and typewriter
from decades past.QJurišićeva 2a, tel. (+385-) 091 333
48 44.
Divas
The yumminess of Divas cafe is at least in part a product of
its previous life as a fashion boutique and its owner’s first
love in the world of design. Intimate and inspiring seating
areas create a welcoming aura as an enticing prelude to
drink selections complimented by cakes and munchies.
Tea, coffee and spirits lovers alike can savor the variety of
classic and unique selections listed at drinkably affordable
rates in the hand-sewn menu cards.QD-2, Martićeva 17,
tel. (+385-1) 457 99 42, divasbar@mail.com. Open 07:00
- 23:00, Sat 08:00 - 23:00, Sun 09:00 - 17:00. PNGi
BXW

Local&Flavour
Coffee
Cakes
blend this week, whereas next weeks could be entirely different. They also have single origin coffee! So,if you devour
coffee, then you need to put the time aside to try a few
cups.QC-2, Petrinjska 4. Open 07:00 – 23:00, Sat 08:00 –
22:00, Sun 09:00 – 14:00.
Finjak
Neatly nestled just off the street, Finjak finds itself alongside a number of like-minded businesses. This delightful
step-back-in-time antique-filled cafe has a very nice selection of high quality teas, as well as the usual coffee fare
you’d expect. Heineken and San Servolo can be found
here. Indoors is non-smoking but there is an outdoor terrace.QE-2, Vlaška 78, tel. (+385-) 092 111 34 83. Open
08:00 - 22:00, Sun 09:00 - 15:00.
Institut Parfumeur Flores
Think twice about coming here if you’ve already been
shopping, are in love or have had a busy day. The institute
offers a paradise of cosmetics and we also can’t help but
nosey into that other section where the divine scents of
tea and cakes are set amidst a peaceful atmosphere in a
beautiful interior.QB-2, Dežmanov prolaz 2, tel. (+385-1)
481 54 45, info@flores-group.com, www.flores-group.
com. Open 08:00 - 21:00, Sat 08:00 - 18:00, Sun 09:00 15:00. PJAGBW
Jutro
Sitting outside of this small coffee shop you could be forgiven if you imagined yourself on an island in the Adriatic.
Set just off the street this cafe sells only Croatian homemade produce as well as acting as gallery for some fantastic art pieces (all of which are for sale).QC-2, Teslina 9,
jutrouteslinoj@gmail.com. Open 10:00 - 22:00.

Eli’s
Any coffee aficionado would be mad not to pay this small
coffee shop a visit. Non-smoking, because the owner feels
it ruins the taste, and serving nothing but coffee, Eli’s has
one of the friendliest staff ever encountered in oft-gruff
Zagreb. Coffee is seasonal so you can be sure of getting
the right sort of coffee to match the time of year. Eli’s are
careful about the quality of their product and only supply a few locations elsewhere in the city.QA-2, Ilica 63,
tel. (+385-) 091 455 56 08, info@eliscaffe.com, www.
eliscaffe.com. Open 08:00 - 19:00, Sat 08:00 - 16:00, Sun
09:00 - 14:00. PJNGW
Express bar
It’s an unassuming looking place, but with friendly staff
(but oh so skilled), and a pretty decent selection of coffee
and tea blends. Plenty of seating both indoors and outside, naturally, on the street. Coffee? Purely seasonal and is
based on fresh harvest and freshly roasted coffee. Express
has ‘blends’, a mixture of coffee most often from different
countries, so Costa Rica, Salvador and Brazil might be in
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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& Cakes
Krolo
Great hangout of bums, punks and drunks, most of whom
work in the media, it has outside seating in the lovely
old Radićeva street. Look at the knjiga žalbe (‘Complaints
Book’) above the bar.QC-2, Radićeva 7, tel. (+385-1)
483 09 80. Open 08:00 - 01:00, Sun 09:00 - 23:00.
JBXW
Retro Café Bar
The works of Serbian realist Domanović balance playfully with those of Dante under the bar while ‘bugger off’
serves in place of a ‘closed’ sign. Witty and gritty, Retro
feel permeates the cushiony window seats and group
tables in this intimate space subtlely but impressively furnished with repurposed bureaus, drawers and doodads
of all kinds.QH-4, Savska cesta 180, tel. (+385-1) 550 99
59/(+385-) 099 324 00 01, info@retro-nightcaffe.com,
retro-nightcaffe.com. Open 08:00 - 24:00, Thu 08:00 02:00, Fri, Sat 08:00 - 04:00, Sun 16:00 - 24:00. PNi
BXW
U Dvorištu
Best described as one of Zagreb’s best kept secrets this
chilled and laid back venue is somewhere to go to just get
away from it all, tucked away from all the action on the
street. Direct trade café this place has wifi, a great beer
selection, and more than a few blends of tea to assist in
the process of relaxation. Perhaps best avoided if you’re
not too fond of the feline persuasion, but certainly a place
that’s all too happy to see, and accommodate, cyclists (an
oddity for a city as large as Zagreb).QB-3, Jurja Žerjavića
7/2, udvoristucafe@gmail.com. Open 09:00 - 23:00.
Closed Sun. P6NGBXW
Velvet
This corner cafe would not be out of place in the more stylish parts of London or Paris, and it’s all too easy to fall in
love with the gorgeous ‘library’ section and lose track of
your day’s plans. A nice selection of teas, and they make
their own cakes as well. Outdoor terracing, but the indoor
seating is what caught our eye. Decadent, in a good way.
Pricey, but no more so than other such spots in the area.
QB-2, Dežmanova 9, tel. (+385-1) 484 67 43, info@
velvet.hr, www.velvet.hr. Open 08:00 - 23:00, Sun 08:00
- 14:00. PJA6GBW

The Cookie Factory – photo by Ivana Benčić
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Cakes
SMALL PLATES & SWEET
TREATS
Cukeraj
Cuker is for sugar, so be sure you’ll feel some sweet sensations. Also at Pakoštanska 12 (G-4), tel. (+385-1) 302
01 54QA-2, Britanski trg 9, tel. (+385-1) 558 84 49,
cukeraj@cukeraj.hr, www.cukeraj.hr. Open 08:30 21:00. PJNG
Le Kolač
We recommend you make a trip for a pick ‘n’ mix box
of their tiny teacakes: they are ultra-fresh and truly delicious.QE-2, Petretićev trg 3, tel. (+385-1) 466 21 76,
slatkeboje@gmail.com, www.lekolac.com. Open 08:00
- 20:00, Sat 08:00 - 19:00, Sun 09:00 - 14:00. PNGi
BXW
Mak na konac
The search for the best chocolate cake in all of Zagreb
is, for now, at an end. Mak na Konac, with almost two
decades of experience in the kitchen, provides some interesting twists on what is the norm in local pastries, or
pastries from anywhere for that matter. Bepsoke orders
are possible, and Mak na Konac can cater to all tastes, and
needs: gluten free, diabetic friendly, dairy free, etc. Open
9 - 9, there’s no excuse to pop your head in and see what’s
on offer. More expensive than other places, but well worth
it.QE-2, Dukljaninova 1, tel. (+385-1) 461 66 54, www.
maknakonac.com. Open 09:00 - 21:00. Closed Sun. A
Orijent
There are people we know who practically orgasm when
they talk about this little place. The reason? Everything is
home-made from fresh ingredients. The šlag in most other
places is made from packet mix. Here it’s fresh cream, and
the same stuff goes in the ice cream. Nice old-skool vibe.
QJ-2, Maksimirska 34, tel. (+385-1) 231 53 23, orijent@
ymail.com. Open 09:00 - 21:00, Sat 09:00 - 17:00. Closed
Sun. PNGW
Torte i to
Lying low in the back of Centar Kaptol’s 2nd floor, this café
offers a selection of the most deliriously delectable sweets
available in Zagreb as well as some of the most helpful
staff in terms of choosing what to eat! With its classic living room style interior and additional seating outside, this
locale is a winner. I suggest the carrot cheese cake!QC-1,
Nova Ves 11, Centar Kaptol, tel. (+385-) 099 343 41 11,
info@torte-i-to.hr, www.torte-i-to.hr. Open 08:00 23:00, Sun 09:00 - 23:00. PNGBW
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Alternative
AKC Medika
Located in a former pharmaceuticals factory tucked behind the Westin hotel, Medika is basically an anarchists’
squat that was granted official status by a city administration eager to pucker up to Zagreb’s alternative community.
A regular menu of punk, ska and jazz gigs plus raucous
DJ-driven club nights attract a healthy cross-section of
hedonistically-inclined youth - so you don’t need either
dreadlocks or a dog on a rope to fit in.QA-3, Pierottijeva
11, info@pierottijeva11.org, www.pierottijeva11.org.
Open Fri, Sat 22:00 - 04:00 and on request.
Močvara
This former factory down by the river Sava is not only one
of Zagreb’s premier gig and clubbing venues but also
something of an offbeat cultural centre, with something
going on most nights of the week - film nights, theatre
performances, literary events and art happenings included. Artist Igor Hofbauer’s woozy comic-strip décor in
the bar area is reason enough to call in. As a reminder, the
club opens only for organized concerts or special events,
so it’s best to keep track via the web.QI-3, Trnjanski nasip bb, tel. (+385-1) 615 96 67, mochvara@urk.hr, www.
mochvara.hr.
Prostor Do
Great tunes spin about the fifties funk fusion atmosphere
of this starry-skied club café. The indie-chill and alternative
laden line up offers an inviting feast of aural delights. With
a performance selection in constant evolution, music fans
of all inclinations are invited to discover each evening what
“The Space” will become.QI-3, Hrvatske bratske zajednice 4, tel. (+385-1) 615 15 28. Open 07:00 - 01:00, Thu
07:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 09:00 - 04:00, Sun 18:00 - 01:00.
PBXW
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

Shock Show Industry - D Katran - Trim
kabinet 5reković
Located in an alleyway in Zagreb’s business district, this
grungy bar offers a variety of special events, including live
concerts, film and dance nights. Shock Show Industry, formerly Tvornica Katran, is still nicknamed, ‘Katran,’ by locals.
It’s not just a regular club, but part of a cultural association
from Bjelovar, which was founded in 1972, with a branch
located in Zagreb. To attend an event, don’t forget to make
a reservation ahead of time.QJ-3, Radnička cesta 27
(door No 17, 2nd floor left), ssipopis@gmail.com. Open
Fri, Sat 23:00 - 06:00. EXW

Bars
Bacchus Jazz Bar
Arrive early for a table close to the stage in the vaulted
grotto, but the music is still audible if you’re seated out in
the courtyard on a step or stone wall, in an alcove or niche,
or under a fig tree. The solitary can read one of the books
from the shelves under the bar.QC-3, Trg kralja Tomislava
16, tel. (+385-) 098 32 28 04. Open 11:00 - 24:00. Closed
Sun. NBXW
Booze&Blues
A very welcome addition to an already busy area, Booze &
Blues is a part of New Orleans right here in Zagreb. Every
spirit you’d likely see on Bourbon Street, open late, and live
music Thursday, Friday, and Saturdays. There’s a Heineken
tap made from a functional saxophone which is worth a
visit alone.QC-1, Tkalčićeva 84, info@booze-and-blues.
com, www.booze-and-blues.com. Open 08:00 - 24:00,
Thu, Fri, Sat 08:00 - 02:00. PJA6BXW
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Coffee & Cakes
Corner bar
Situated in the new Ban Centar, urban meets Zen in this
tranquil yet modern atmosphere. An outdoor garden terrace creates an extremely peaceful and relaxing setting
amongst the contemporary and chic decor, a top escape
from the hustle and bustle of the city. Not just a great spot
to sip your morning coffee in peace, but also for a fun night
out on the town with friends. They offer a large selection
of wines, champagne by the glass, cognac, coffee and
tea, along with sandwiches, cakes, cocktails, smoothies,
natural juices, cigars and whiskey. There’s something to
suit everyone’s taste! Breakfast is served from 08:00 - 12:00
where one can enjoy 100% Arabica Lavazza Kafa Forest
Coffee selected from natural plantations in Ethiopia. In addition, they host various musical evenings with multimedia equipment and projectors available for presentations.
QC-2, Ulica Augusta Cesarca 4 (Next to Trg bana Josipa
Jelačića), tel. (+385-1) 484 53 93. Open 07:00 - 23:00, Fri,
Sat 07:00 - 01:00. PTJA6UEGBXW
Jiggy bar
Jiggy almost feels as if you’re entering some sort of WWII
shelter, but it’s very cosy within and very welcoming. The
venue is split so as to allow patrons to enjoy a quiet-ish
beer, or revel in whatever live music is playing. Funk, alt
rock, etc., just a few of the genres on offer, and this reviewer has already been back more than a few times.QA-4,
Ivana Broza 48, tel. (+385-1) 366 83 60, www.jiggybar.
hr. Open 08:00 - 01:00, Fri, Sat 08:00 - 04:00, Sun 17:00
- 24:00. E
Kino Klub Grič
There’s nothing not to love about this keen café cinema
club. Relax with a coffee or cocktail surrounded by their
cool-not-kitshe movie décor in the cozy lounge-loft, main
floor or terrace. On weekends, the underground nightclub
features live DJs of all irresitably dancable genres. With
the reopening of the classic theatre’s cinema space, this
hot-spot just off the main square, is a must-see.QC-2,
Jurišićeva 6, tel. (+385-) 098 40 03 06. Open 07:00 24:00, Sun 08:30 - 23:00. BXW
Melin
Tucked away just off of one of Zagreb’s most famous
streets, Tkalčićeva, Melin functions as a café by day and
club by night offering live jazz performances on Friday
and Saturday evenings. Decorated in a retro-chic style
with old fashioned TV sets used as makeshift tables, the
cozy outdoor patio is surrounded by trees and greenery
and adorned with old-time radios. Take a seat at one of
the mismatched, but stylish colourful chairs and tables
and enjoy a drink in this artsy atmosphere.QC-1, Kožarska
19, tel. (+385-1) 488 02 98, melin.bar@gmail.com. Open
10:00 - 02:00. EBXW
Mojo bar, wine rakija & co.
Enjoy a drink in the sunshine on the café terrace, overlooking the fountain, on Trg Hrvatskih Velikana, or enter the underground bar and move into a smoky urban style ambi42 Zagreb In Your Pocket

Nightlife
ance. Brick walls, adorned with black-and-white pictures,
create a mellow and calming atmosphere. A large selection of wines and rakijas are offered, which can be enjoyed
at the live music nights, featuring klapas on Mondays,
rock cover bands on Tuesdays, jazz bands on Wednesdays
and DJs on the weekends.QD-2, Ulica fra Grge Martića
5, tel. (+385-) 091 526 67 33, marin.levaj@gmail.com.
Open 07:00 - 02:00, Sat 08:00 - 02:00, Sun 08:00 - 24:00.
PA6BXW
Savska 14 (ex Krivi put)
This no-nonesense garden of beer-drinking delights offers grungy good outdoor seating gallour for libations
of all kinds at college-kid prices. Curious about the latest
goings-on? Hoping to catch a live jazz-blues night? Dropin to find-out as the lack of digital promotions is part of the
appeal to this local favorite. Afterall, what’s there not to like
about a place that doesn’t bother with a name more than
making sure you know where to find them?QA-4, Savska
14. Open 09:00 - 02:00. B
Sedmica
This clandestine affair of a café/bar is a popular hangout for Zagreb’s young literati. And we can see why: the
number seven’s dark, enigmatic atmosphere is certain to
stir a literary bone in your body, too.QA-2, Kačićeva 7a,
tel. (+385-1) 484 66 89. Open 08:00 - 24:00, Sun 17:00 24:00. PBXW
Taban Bar
Leave your footprint at this American downtown-like bar
which is located on one of Zagreb’s most popular walking streets. The outdoor patio is the perfect location to sit
back with some friends and people watch. Inside, the brick
walls, graffiti style writing on a chalkboard and comfy
couches create an urban feel. Usually featuring rock music
on Friday nights and DJs on Saturdays, make sure to check
online for weekly event details. QC-1, Tkalčićeva 82, tel.
(+385-1) 553 35 27, reception@tabanzagreb.com, www.
tabanzagreb.com. Open 08:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 08:00 04:00, Sun 08:00 - 24:00. J6BXW
Tesla Power House
Decked in modernity (at first glance), this central location
features a set of open decks for regular DJ sets as well as
copious Tesla related decorations. Live music, funk rock…
Everything goes at this Zagreb dive bar. Ideally located
for those waiting for events in nearby Kino Europa or on
Trg.QB-2, Varšavska 4, tel. (+385-) 091 330 49 88. Open
08:00 - 01:00. J
Vintage Industrial Bar
This American-like, rock and roll-feel bar has more than
just a few drinks to offer. Grab a beer on tap with some
friends and delight in a wide variety of concerts, dance
performances, theater acts, film screenings or even literary meetings. The brick walls, occasionally splashed with
graffiti and black and white photography, create the perfect environment to wind-down. And best of all, you don’t
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

need to worry about parking because the front entrance is
a spacious parking lot.QI-4, Savska cesta 160, tel. (+3851) 619 17 15, www.vintageindustrial-bar.com. Open
10:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 10:00 - 05:00, Sun 10:00 - 01:00.
Closed Mon. PBX

Clubs
Enter The Club
A name which certainly suggests they know what they’re
about. This club plays host to a wide range of local and
international DJs, spinning the latest house, drum ‘n’ bass,
and club hits. They like to say Keep Calm and Party, and
who are we to say otherwise?QI-3, Ulica grada Vukovara
72, www.enterzagreb.hr. Open , Fri, Sat 23:00 - 05:00.
Green Gold Club
Open 24 hours, for daytime café lovers and nightclub
owls, Green Gold includes five establishments connected
together in one place- Green Gold Club, VIP area, Aussie
Bar, Escalator Bar and Pizzeria Al Metro. It offers a variety
of live music nights featuring klape and tamburaši to foreign DJs. You can move around the clubs listening to Croatian folk music in one spot to popular American bands in
another. To ensure seating, call ahead to reserve a table
for you and your friends.QJ-3, Radnička cesta 52, tel.
(+385-) 099 256 33 23, rezervacije@1stgrupa.hr, www.
greengoldclub.com.hr. Open 07:00 - 02:00, Thu, Fri, Sat
07:00 - 05:00, Sun 10:00 - 24:00. PEXW
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

Hangar Club
As the name suggests, this was once an actual hangar.
Home to several styles of club music including disco,
house, r’n’b, and has even seen bands such as S.A.R.S. take
the stage there. The venue can be small during midweek,
and larger at weekends. Plans are afoot to add an all-night
burger bar, which will do wonders for the local scene.QA4, Ulica Florijana Andrašeca 14, tel. (+385-) 099 333 30
05, www.hangarclub.hr. Open , Fri, Sat 22:00 - 06:00.
Klub.
Created as part of the new Subcultural Center in Zagreb,
Klub. is a small and simple arched brick-walled space located underground. It is accessible through the recently
opened Joe Strummer Square located in the courtyard
of the complex shared by the Beertija Club. Come check
out a wide variety of bands to suit any musical taste, from
rock ‘n’ roll and indie to electronic and punk at one of Zagreb’s newest hotspots.QD-3, Pavla Hatza 14-16, zvone.
pusic@gmail.com. Open , Thu, Fri, Sat 20:00 - 04:00.
NXW
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Nightlife
Lemon Bar & Club
Minimalistic interior with very few details, the terrace in
the garden of the Archeology Museum is a highlight of the
centre. There is an extensive range of foreign drinks, cocktails and champagne.QC-2, Gajeva 10, tel. (+385-1) 482
08 00/(+385-) 099 662 20 66, lemon@lemon.hr, www.
lemon.hr. Open 09:00 - 24:00, Wed 09:00 - 04:00, Thu
09:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 09:00 - 05:00, Sun 10:00 - 23:00.
PJABXW
Pepermint
What do you get when you give a clubhouse-style space
to a group of experienced DJs, innovative party planners
and music fanatics? A fresh cafe-by-day, club-by-night
whose groovy decor spans two-storeys of dance floors
and lava lounges that will whet your party appetite.QB2, Ilica 24, pepermint@pepermint-zagreb.com, www.
pepermint-zagreb.com. Open , Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat
22:00 - 05:00. PJAGXW
Sax!
This is the place to take in some live music, for it plays
here every night and is an especially delicious and wide
array of styles. Blues, jazz, rock, pop and much more are
all featured, and the crowd tends to be especially happy
for their chance to take the night of fun in. Admission
varies depending on the show - this place is a can’t miss.
QD-3, Palmotićeva 22, tel. (+385-1) 487 28 36, klub@
sax-zg.hr, www.sax-zg.hr. Open 20:00 - 04:00. Closed
Sun. NGW
Sirup
Sirup recently moved to a new location, the Zagrebački
Paromlin, a historic industrial building from the beginning of
the 20th century, and is now situated behind the main train
station. At night, the building gives off an abandoned and eerie feel and is perfect for thrill seekers and fans of a Jack the Ripper 19th century London atmosphere. The music is so intense
that you’ll feel the notes vibrating through your chest. Open
only on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights!QJ-3, Koturaška
cesta 1, sirupfun@gmail.com, www.sirupclub.com. Open
Thu 22:00 - 04:00, Fri, Sat 23:00 - 06:00.
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Sightseeing
VIP Club
This new to-the-scene club came fresh out of the box
push-and-play ready. A classically cool jazz club vibe
permates the space, as if reverberations of excellent parties past are what truly hang from the walls, creating a
tantilizing promise of more to come. With unique weekly
line-ups of live performances ranging from turntables and
synthesizers to vocalists and instrumental ensembles, your
20 or 30kn is an all-evening pass to carouse amidst some
of Zagreb’s best musical performances.QC-2, Trg bana
Josipa Jelačića 9, info@vip-club.hr, www.vip-club.hr.
Open 20:00 - 05:00. Closed Mon, Sun.

Pubs
Bikers Beer Factory
Located on Savska Street next to the restaurant Mex Cantina and in a backyard encircled with garages and a big
motorcycle parking lot. High tables, good staff, the interior
is full wood, bricks and lights with excerpts from any bikers’ world (helmets, exhaust pipes etc). Jukebox and good
choice of foreign beer. Sounds like a ZZ Top clip!QI-4,
Savska 150, tel. (+385-) 099 848 56 63, bikers.beer.
factory@gmail.com, www.bikersbeerfactory.hr. Open
08:00 - 24:00, Fri, Sat 08:00 - 02:00, Sun 10:00 - 24:00.
PENBXW
Sheridan’s Pub
Croatia doesn’t really do pubs. Cafes and bistros abound,
but here you get to experience a little bit of the Emerald
Isle for yourself. This is Croatia’s only true Irish pub, run as it
is by a man from Offaly. You would not be short something
to do of an evening were to drop in, with traditional Irish
music regularly featured, as well as the ubiquitous pub
quiz and open mic sessions. They’re also the only licenced
premises in Zagreb running a loyalty scheme, and if you’re
fond of your pint of plain then that’s a good thing. QSavska 36, tel. (+385-) 095 868 85 53, adriansheridan@
gmail.com. Open 07:00 - 24:00, Sat 15:00 - 24:00, Sun
17:00 - 24:00. PNBXW

Essential Zagreb
Ban Josip Jelačić Square (Trg bana
Josipa Jelačića)
This Austro-Hungarian styled square is the true centre
of the city. There’s a phenomenal variety of cafés, shopping, feeding and people watching everywhere. It was
named after the impressive sculpture within its domain,
that of Count Jelačić, his deadly steed, and a sword so
pointy and sharp that it could poke your eye out. Our
count’s image has inspired a number of political outbursts: in 1947 it was dismantled and chucked into a
corner somewhere because leaders found it overly representative of nationalism in the country. The year 1990
brought it back into its current place, this time leaders
believing it perfectly nationalistic.QC-2,Trg bana Josipa
Jelačića.
Maksimir Park & the City Zoo (Maksimirski park i Zoološki vrt)
A perfect half-day outing for love birds, families, the fourlegged, this place will revitalise a tired soul. Leaves, lakes,
grasses and dirt are all a part of the equation as well as
clouds, a sky and periodically the very sun! Blaring car
engines have been removed from this place and as such
it’s a great escape. The 18 hectares of lush greenery and
forest was opened to the public in 1794 and was the first
of its kind in this part of Europe. An added bonus, the
city zoo is housed within it. Catch tram N°11 or 12 from
Trg bana Josipa Jelačića east (Dubec) to the Bukovačka
stop. The entrance to Maksimir park is on the north side
of the street.QK-1/2, Maksimirski perivoj bb, www.
zgzoo.com. Zoo is open 09:00 - 19:00 (April), 09:00 20:00 (May, June), ticket office 09:00 - 18:00 (April),
09:00 - 19:00 (May, June). Admission 20 - 30kn.
Mirogoj Cemetery
Croats in the capital city don’t mess around with the
homage they pay to their lost loved ones. A trip to
Mirogoj, Zagreb’s main cemetery, confirms this immediately. Situated on the slopes of the Medvednica
mountain, it is one of the most beautiful cemeteries in
Europe. Lime-green cupolas top the wall that surrounds
the memorial park. Mirogoj is not only a burial place
but also a beautiful park and open art gallery. Not far
from the present mortuary, in the period between 1852
and 1895 there stood the summer house of the Illyrian
leader, Ljudevit Gaj. After his death the municipality
bought the complete estate and constructed the central Zagreb cemetery upon it. The well-known architect
Herman Bollé designed the shape of the cemetery, applying a monumental composition of arcades, pavilions
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and domes, intermingled with rich vegetation, and
adding a gallery of sculptures by Croatian sculptors.
Getting There Bus N°106 from the Cathedral to Mirogoj
takes 15min and costs 10kn. You can also take tram N°14
from the main square heading east (to Mihaljevac) and
get out at the fourth stop (Gupčeva zvijezda).QJ-1,
Mirogoj bb.
St Mark’s Church (Crkva sv. Marka)
The spectrum of colours displayed on the roof beautifully
depicts the Croatian, Dalmatian and Slavonian coats-of-arms and also the Zagreb city emblem and provides for
quite a lasting visual. Due to various natural disasters it
has received a ton of reconstruction and not a whole lot
remains of the original 14th century building. Inside, highlights include two works by Ivan Meštrović, Croatia’s most
famous sculptor, and frescoes by artist Jozo Kljaković.QC-1,
Trg svetog Marka 5, tel. (+385-1) 485 16 11.

Stone Gate (Kamenita vrata)
This archway was one of the four original entries into the
walled Gornji Grad of the feudal period. In 1731 a terrible
fire destroyed much of the town, and legend has it that
a vision of the Virgin Mary could be seen in the burnt
ash that remained in this entry. It was reconstructed in
1760 and hasn’t been touched since. Today you’ll find ladies praying in the church pews, black-soot ceilings and
candles glowing as a testament to a people and their
faith.QC-1, Kamenita bb.
The Cathedral of Assumption of the
Blessed Virgin Mary (Katedrala Marijina Uznesenja)
A wonder of neo-Gothic artistry, the impressive and
sharp looking towers stand out from nearly anywhere
you are in the entire city. Though it’s in an evidently
permanent state of reconstruction, it’s undeniably overwhelming and will push you to ponder those larger
things we can see you’ve been avoiding. Go ahead and
wander inside but don’t forget to turn the mobile off. A
brief history: 1093 - founded; 1242 - the initial Romanesque construction is finished. In the next 21 years it’s
heavily damaged in various sieges by the Tatars; 1624
- a series of sweeping fires practically destroys it; 1645
- another wave of fires picks up where the last left off.
It’s reconstructed; 1880 - sustains serious damage during an earthquake. A 12-year restoration takes place, at
which time the neo-Gothic bell towers are raised skyward; 1990 - exterior renovations set in motion to battle
against the effects of time. Mass: 07:00, 08:00, 09:00,
18:00, Sunday 07:00, 08:00, 09:00, 10:00, 11:30, 18:00.
QC-1, Kaptol 31, tel. (+385-1) 481 47 27. Open 10:00
- 17:00, Sun 13:00 - 17:00.
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Museums
Archaeological Museum in Zagreb
(Arheološki muzej u Zagrebu)
Arty and ambient, the offering at this place is brilliantly
enhanced by moody sounds and lighting. Philosophical
musings often accompany explanations of the materials,
moving you to wonder what the heck you’re doing on this
earth.QC-2, Trg Nikole Šubića Zrinskog 19, tel. (+385-1)
487 30 00, amz@amz.hr, www.amz.hr. Open 10:00 18:00, Thu 10:00 - 20:00, Sun 10:00 - 13:00. Closed Mon.
Admission 10 - 20kn.
Arts and Crafts Museum (Muzej za umjetnost i obrt)
This museum focuses on the lifestyle of the pampered
aristocracy here through the ages. Expect to see amazing furniture, artwork, dinnerware and much more. Very
ornate and curious. Mobile guides in foreign languages
are available. People with special needs also have guides.
These services do not cost extra.QB-3, Trg maršala Tita
10, tel. (+385-1) 488 21 11, muo@muo.hr, www.muo.hr.
Open 10:00 - 19:00, Sun 10:00 - 14:00. Closed Mon. Admission 20 - 30kn. U
Contemporary Art Museum (Muzej suvremene umjetnosti)
Founded in 1954, the museum has relocated to a new impressive building as you pass the Sava River. The collection
here allows for the avant-garde to speak for itself with an
excellent range of paintings, sculpture, video art and photography. Mobile guides in foreign languages available as
well as free Wi-Fi connection.QJ-4, Avenija Dubrovnik
17, tel. (+385-1) 605 27 00, msu@msu.hr, www.msu.hr.
Open 11:00 - 18:00, Sat 11:00 - 20:00. Closed Mon. Tickets 15 - 30kn. U
Dražen Petrović Museum (Muzej Dražen
Petrović)
Croatian sensation Dražen Petrović, the one nicknamed
‘basketball’s Mozart’ is Europe’s greatest ever basketball
export. The museum presents winning medals, rewards,
personal items, letters and gifts from fans. A guided tour in
English is available if you pre-book for a group of 15.QA-4,
Trg Dražena Petrovića 3, tel. (+385-1) 484 31 46, www.
drazenpetrovic.net. Open 10:00 - 17:00. Closed Sat,
Sun. Admission 10 - 20kn. U
Ethnographic Museum (Etnografski
muzej)
High fashion collides with odd impracticality to provide a
unique look at the people of this country through the ages.
Cool, curious and wacky all at the same time. Those who
pre-book and request guides for individuals and groups
in English will cost 150kn per tour.QB-3, Trg Mažuranića
14, tel. (+385-1) 482 62 20, emz@emz.hr, www.emz.hr.
Open 10:00 - 18:00, Fri, Sat, Sun 10:00 - 13:00. Closed
Mon. Admission 10 - 15kn. U
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Meštrović Atelier - Ivan Meštrović Museums (Atelijer Meštrović - Muzeji Ivan
Meštrović)
Meštrović is arguably Croatia’s most famous sculptor and
artist. He actually lived with his family and worked in this
house from 1920’s until 1942 when he left Croatia. And
it is here where he complited many of his art works and
monuments including The Indians - a monument in Chicago.QB-1, Mletačka 8, tel. (+385-1) 485 11 23, mim@
mestrovic.hr, www.mestrovic.hr. Open 10:00 - 18:00,
Sat, Sun 10:00 - 14:00. Closed Mon. Admission 15 - 30kn.
Technical Museum (Tehnički muzej)
All kinds of technology stuff, from an early propellorpowered snowmobile to full-size models of satellites,
space stations and a planetarium where you can view
a simulation of the night sky. Pre-bookings for a foreign
language guide can be organized.QA-4, Savska cesta
18, tel. (+385-1) 484 40 50, tehnicki-muzej@tehnickimuzej.hr, www.tehnicki-muzej.hr. Open 09:00 - 17:00,
Sat, Sun 09:00 - 13:00. Closed Mon. Admission 15kn.
Planetarium admission 15kn.
The Croatian Museum of Naive Art
(Hrvatski muzej naivne umjetnosti)
Originating in Croatia in the middle-20th century, naive
art is a highly colourful and often political style of painting. This museum is home to about 80 paintings and the
imagery is undeniably fascinating. Pre-bookings for a
foreign language guide can be organized at a charge of
200 - 300kn for every 30 minutes.QC-1, Sv. Ćirila i Metoda
3, tel. (+385-1) 485 19 11, info@hmnu.org, www.hmnu.
org. Open 10:00 - 18:00, Sat, Sun 10:00 - 13:00. Closed
Mon. Admission 10 - 20kn.
The Mimara Museum (Muzej Mimara)
The city’s mega-museum, this baby is the mother load
of artistic treasures with more than 3,750 works in it at
all times including sculptures, paintings, crafts and much
more. It spans an amazing three millennia and much of
it Christian in theme. If you pre-book for a group of 20
people minimum, then a guide is available in English.
QB-3, Trg Franklina Roosewelta 5, tel. (+385-1) 482 81
00, mimara@mimara.hr, www.mimara.hr. Open 10:00 17:00, Thu 10:00 - 19:00, Sun 10:00 - 14:00. Closed Mon.
Admission 30 - 40kn. U
Typhlology Museum (Tiflološki muzej)
This brilliant museum has a twofold function: enabling
visually impaired and sighted visitors the opportunity
to enjoy art and sculpture with all their senses, and acquainting the sighted with the experience of blindness
through installations such as the Dark Room, which you
pass through with only a white stick to guide you. You can
also learn about the development of Braille and how to
write it. Exhibits are well labelled in English and Braille,
and wheelchair access is enabled throughout. Special
guides for the blind are available.QD-3, Draškovićeva
80/ll, tel. (+385-1) 481 11 02, info@tifloloskimuzej.hr,
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

The Changing of the Guards Archives

www.tifloloskimuzej.hr. Open 10:00 - 17:00, Thu 10:00 20:00. Closed Sat, Sun. Admission 10 - 20kn.
Zagreb City Museum (Muzej grada Zagreba)
With theme music and sprawling city models, this museum will wow you with its artefacts and displays. It helps
elucidate the progression of Zagreb as a city and Croatia
as an independent country in the 20th century especially.
Much of it is interactive also, which makes it a nice option
for an educational experience with the kids. There is also
a Braille guide and exhibits adapted for the blind. A truly
awesome place! Mobile guides in foreign languages are
available in addition to special guides for the blind.QC1, Opatička 20, tel. (+385-1) 485 13 61, mgz@mgz.hr,
www.mgz.hr. Open 10:00 - 18:00, Sat 11:00 - 19:00, Sun
10:00 - 14:00. Closed Mon. Admission 20 - 30kn. U

Galleries
Art Pavilion (Umjetnički paviljon)
A brilliant yellow exterior woos you to it from its place on
Trg kralja Tomislava. Inside you’ll find a superb home for all
kinds of domestic and international art, great beneficiaries
of the generous natural lighting that spills in from the top.
Pre-bookings for a foreign language guide can be organized, these service does not cost extra.QC-3, Trg kralja
Tomislava 22, tel. (+385-1) 484 10 70, info@umjetnickipaviljon.hr, www.umjetnicki-paviljon.hr. Open 11:00 19:00. Closed Mon. Admission 15 - 30kn.
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

Lauba – The House for People and Art
(Kuća za ljude i umjetnost Lauba)
Known as the house for people and art, it has a collection
of 500 works created over the last 60 years and includes
some of the greatest names in recent Croatian art. Exhibitions change monthly. The perfect setting for art and
interaction!QH-3, Baruna Filipovića 23a, tel. (+385-1)
630 21 15, info@lauba.hr, www.lauba.hr. Open 14:00
- 22:00, Sat 11:00 - 22:00. Closed Sun. Admission 10 25kn. U
Modern Gallery (Moderna galerija)
The Modern Gallery is one of the richest of its kind in all
of Croatia; rich in culture that is. Located in the centre of
Zagreb, in the Vranyczany Palace built during the 1880s, it
hosts permanent exhibits featuring more than 750 works
of modern and ultra-modern art from painters, sculptors,
as well others who work in new media. From the staircase
and grand lobby, to the halls on the first and second floors,
visitors are presented with a harmonious image of cohabitation of old and new, yesterday and today, as more than
two centuries of Croatian modern art await.QC-3, Andrije
Hebranga 1, tel. (+385-1) 604 10 40/(+385-1) 604 10 55,
info@moderna-galerija.hr, www.moderna-galerija.hr.
Open 11:00 - 19:00, Sat, Sun 11:00 - 14:00. Closed Mon.
Admission 20 - 40kn. U
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Kaptol. The entire piece features over 2500 addresses, and
over 400 distinct structures, all cast beautifully in bronze.
The south and west facing sides of the model feature short
texts referencing the history of Zagreb in both Croatian
and English, and they also showcase the original coat of
arms of Zagreb and the seal of Kaptol. Also along the base
you can see a number of scenes which depict holidays tied
to Croatia and the capital. The model was sculpted by Professor Damir Mataušić, and has already ‘replaced’ the clock
on Trg Bana Jelačić as the default meeting place for many
of the locals.QC-2, Ulica Tome Bakača.

Curiosities
Funicular
Quite possibly the shortest funicular, or indeed any tracked
transportation, in the world. Starting just off Ilica you can
hitch a ride for 4kn up to the base of the Lotrščak Tower
that guards the entrance to Gornji Grad, that is of course if
you can’t be bothered to spend 30 seconds climbing the
steps that run up the side of the tracks. A boon for the lazy
amongst us!QB-2, Tomićeva bb, javnost@zet.hr, www.
zet.hr. Open 06:30 - 22:00.

Museum of Broken Relationships (Muzej
prekinutih veza)
Filled with mementos of relationships that have in one
way or another - gone wrong! It first started here in Zagreb
and has toured around the world stockpiling an amazing
array of items and descriptions that may have you thinking twice. Funny yet serious, it won the Kenneth Hudson
Award in 2011 for the most innovative European Museum.
QC-1, Sv. Ćirila i Metoda 2, tel. (+385-1) 485 10 21, info@
brokenships.com, www.brokenships.com. Open 09:00
- 21:00. Admission 20 - 25kn.

Landmarks
The Croatian State Archives (Državni
arhiv)
On Marulić Square - part of the splendid, architecturally
planned Green Horseshoe - stands a grand Art Nouveau
building - one of the finest piece of architecture in Zagreb.
This building now houses the Croatian State Archive, the
home of documentation of state importance. The Reading
Room, which has undergone a full restoration completed
at the end of 2004, is particularly fine. Guided tours are
available in English, German or Croatian at 10:00, 13:00
and 14:00. 20kn per person.QB-4, Marulićev trg 21, tel.
(+385-1) 480 19 99/(+385-1) 482 92 44, 480 19 21, hda@
arhiv.hr, www.arhiv.hr. Open 08:15 - 15:45. Closed Sat,
Sun.
The Lotrščak Tower and Grič cannon
(Kula Lotrščak i Grički top)
If in Zagreb you hear the blast of cannon fire, fear not, it
simply means it’s midday. This auditory onslaught is not an
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elaborate pigeon-scaring scheme. According to one legend, a cannon shot from the Lotrščak tower soared over
the river Sava and landed in the Turks’ encampment, right
on a platter of chicken that was being carried to the Pasha
for his lunch. The Pasha decided against attacking a city
of fearsome sharpshooters so Zagreb escaped invasion.
Since this ace shot was fired at noon, a cannon has been
fired at that time from the same tower ever since. Sited in
the upper town, the tower originally was part of the city’s
defences, and later served as a prison. Nowadays, it houses
a gallery and an art shop, and the view from the top is well
worth the climb.QB/C-2, Strossmayerovo šetalište 9.
Open 11:00 - 19:00. Closed Mon.
Tomislav Gotovac Footprints
Ever wanted to walk in the footsteps of someone famous?
Well, with Tomislav Gotovac, Croatian actor, director, and
performance artist, you can. On Zagreb’s main street, not
a few minutes walk from the main square, you will come
across imprints of his feet, placed there in celebration of
his piece, “Zagreb, I Love You”, when in 1981 he ran naked
down Ilica, kissing the road as he went. It’s unlikely that
the locals would look too favourably on a repeat of this
famed event by a tourist, but you’ll never know unless you
try!QC-2, Ilica 8.
Zagreb Welcomes You - Model City
It’s been there since last summer, but for all the reconstruction works in the area you can be wholly forgiven
for not realising as much. Measuring just under 13 square
metres in area, “Zagreb Welcomes You” is a scale model of
much of the Croatian capital, and is situated on Bakačeva
which is the street leading from the main square, up to
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

The Green Horseshoe (Zelena potkova)
A forward thinking urban planner by the name of Lenuci
came along at the end of 19th Century and was instrumental in creating the so-called Green Horseshoe or Lenuci’s Horseshoe. If you look at the B/C-3/4 region of the map
at the back, you’ll see an unmistakable green U-shape that
explains the name, famous both for the green spaces and
the architecture inside of it. The west leg (B-3) is comprised
of three squares: Trg Maršala Tita with the Baroque and unmistakably yellow Croatian National Theatre; Mažuranićev
trg and Marulićev trg with beautiful art nouveau buildings,
and the State Archives. The southern leg (B/C-4) is entirely
comprised of the wonderful Botanical gardens. This glorious return to nature is home to over 10 000 plant species,
numerous park benches, lily pads galore and ducks that
quack. The east leg (C-3) is also made up of three squares:
Trg kralja Tomislava with its Art Pavilion, Strossmayerov trg
with the Gallery of Arts and Sciences and finally the glorious Zrinjevac with its exquisite Music Pavilion. This group
of squares is worshipped by locals, tourists and animals of
all types.QB/C-3/4.
Zagreb Mummy
Perhaps the most famous relic in Croatia is kept at the Archeological museum. The mummified body from Thebes
was bought by Mihael Bari in Egypt in 1848-49, which you
may think seems perfectly reasonable, yet the mummy is
Etruscan and had no business being across the Mediterranean. The Etruscans controlled large parts of west Italy,
including modern day Tuscany, from around 8 to 5 B.C. and
only basics of their language, which is pre-indo-European,
are understood. The Zagreb Mummy, like many celebrities,
is actually more famous for her clothes than her personal
talents. After her owner died it was discovered that the
bandages the mummy was wrapped in are strips of a book
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

made of linen. This book is the longest preserved text in
the Etruscan language and appears to be something similar to a liturgical calendar. The mummy is on permanent
display but her bonds are locked away and only revealed
to experts.QC-2, Trg Nikole Šubića Zrinskog 19.
Zagreb’s Solar System
The solar system in space? Pah! We’ve got one right here in
Zagreb. If you’ve ever wondered what the great big metal
ball in Bogovićeva ulica is, the answer is, of course, the sun
- a sculpture made by Ivan Kožarić in 1971. In 2004 Davor
Preis created a scale model of the solar system around
this mighty Sun, including planets at the following urban
locations: Mercury - Margaretska 3, Venus - Trg bana Josipa Jelačića 3, Earth - Varšavska 9, Mars - Tkalčićeva 21,
Jupiter - Voćarska 71, Saturn - Račićeva 1, Uranus - Siget 9,
Neptune - Kozari put, Pluto - Aleja Bologne (underpass).
Preis never revealed the locations of the planets, so finding
them turned into a game lasting until the last planet was
“discovered” in 2006. It’s a great way to get a feel for the
dimensions of the solar system and to discover random
corners of the city.

Top 5 Secret Things to
See in Zagreb
A portrait of the daughter of Samuel
Berger
Located at the Modern Gallery, this painting was created
by Vlaho Bukovac, one of the most renowned Croatian
painters.
Girl with a Bird
Located at the Zagreb City Museum, this gouache painting
was created by Marc Chagall, one of the most successful
artists of the 20th century, who used a combination of
art forms, such as cubism, symbolism, and fauvism when
painting his portraits.
Liber linteus Zagrebiensis
A linen cloth wrapped around a mummy, purchased by
Mihajlo Barić, in 1848, was found to contain a manuscript
written, within the fabric, in Etruscan text. Located at the
Archeological Museum in Zagreb, this is the only preserved copy of such a manuscript.
Stjepan Erdödy Jump
Located at the Museum of Arts and Crafts, this photograph, taken in 1895 by Karlo Drašković, represents one of
the first photographs taken in Croatia.
The Holy Trinity
This is the most valuable painting at Strossmayer Gallery.
It was created by an anonymous Dutch painter, who is
known as the master of paintings, Virgo inter Virgines.
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Horrible Histories
Crna kraljica (The Black Queen)
There are several legends that pass between the generations in Croatia about the Black Queen, but no-one quite
knows what the truth is about this mysterious figure. We
know that Barbara of Celj was born in 1392 to nobleman
Hermann II of Celj. At a young age she was betrothed to
the much older King Sigismund of Luxembourg. It seems
she was an intelligent and hypnotically beautiful woman
who found herself ruling Croatia in her husband’s absence.
And here’s where the stories diverge. Was she a merciless
ruler, governing with a rod of iron and little pity in her
heart? Or was she deeply misunderstood, unpopular simply for being a politically astute woman? On the one hand
she is said to have refused water from her plenteous well
to her fellow citizens during a drought. On the other she
is said to have summoned unearthly forces to create the
Plitvice Lakes and bring water to her people. Where does
the truth lie? The debate goes on.
Grička vještica (The Witch from Grič)
Marija Jurić Zagorka (1873-1957) is one of the best-loved
Croatian authors as well as one of the first Croatian female
journalists. Her tales of old Zagreb are based on historical
fact embellished into rich and intriguing tales. Her most
popular work is a cycle of seven novels named “The Witch
from Grič”.
Sadly, none of Zagorka’s novels have been translated into
English, but luckily for you, dear readers, we’re here to tell
you the tale of Zagreb’s most famous witch.
The character was based on a real woman baker in Zagreb,
the widow Barica Cindek. She was so appealing as a woman and so successful as a merchant that she attracted the
envy of her neighbours and the venom of the men who
failed to conquer her.
The hordes of men were always milling around her stall on
St Mark’s Square. This put poor Barica in court, accused of
keeping a devil in her pocket to entice the helpless males.
In those days it didn’t take much to be accused of witchcraft, and it was the jealousy of a spurned notary public
that almost put a tragic end to Barica’s tale.
He and other rejected suitors blackmailed other “witches”
to point the finger at Barica in return for their freedom. So
Barica found herself imprisoned. However, at that time
educated folk were starting to protest against witchhunts, and Barica was spared being burnt at the stake (this
time with the help of the notary who had been paid off by
Barica’s lawyer).
Zagorka researched real court archives for her story: there
were great numbers of women - and men - who were proclaimed in league with the devil by a hysterical and envious society. Although Zagorka herself was born more than
a century after the last “witch” was burned at the stake, as
the first woman journalist in Croatia she likely felt the same
50 Zagreb In Your Pocket
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condemnation from society, which is probably why she
spoke strongly against discrimination. A true role model,
Zagorka is still delighting and inspiring readers today.
So, as you walk the quaint streets of Zagreb’s upper town,
if you catch the eye of a pretty and successful woman remember the tale of Barica!
Kameni svatovi (Stone Wedding)
Kameni svatovi is the name of a picturesque collection of
rock pillars on the western slopes of Mount Medvednica,
at about 400m above the level of the road over the village
of Jablanovec. The name means “Stone Wedding”, and in a
moment you’ll find out exactly why. This is a popular destination for hikers, both due to the attractiveness of the
rocks themselves and to the fabulous views over the Zagorje region, the Samoborsko gorje uplands, the Žumberak
hills, and, on clear days, all the way to the Kamnik Alps and
Mount Triglav (2864m) in Slovenia.
According to legend, the pillars represent the wedding of
a young miller and his love, a poor girl named Janja, turned
to stone. The miller’s family was wealthy and his mother
was set on a rich wife for her son, a suitable match for such
a family. But as often happens when the heart prevails, he
had fallen in love with Janja, the daughter of a penniless
blind man.
The miller’s mother was beside herself, but her husband
stood by his son as he himself had started out without
a penny to his name. He ordered his wife to cease her
protests. On the day of the wedding the mother was not
among the wedding guests since she was at home cooking and preparing for their arrival. However, in a moment
of rage she swore that lightning would strike and turn the
wedding party to stone before she let Janja into her home.
And that is exactly what happened. The wedding turned
to stone still stands today.
This attractive place is the perfect end to a fine but not
over-demanding walk. If you are already on mount Medvednica, you can approach from Ponikve, a field on the
southwest slopes of the mountain above the beginning of
the D1 main road from Zagreb to Zabok. Or, you can come
from the eastern suburbs of Gornji Stenjevec or Podsused,
or from Jablanovec village itself.
Krvavi most (Bloody Bridge)
In the old days, Zagreb was made up of two settlements,
Gradec and Kaptol, set on neighbouring hills with the
Medveščak stream dividing them. The inhabitants of the
two towns would often get into quarrels and fights, and
one of the places where such altercations would take place
(often ending up in bloody noses) was the bridge over the
Medveščak. Thus the bridge earned its name: Krvavi most
(“Bloody Bridge”). The stream was diverted underground
and its course paved over when a sewerage system was
built, and the bridge, thus useless, was knocked down. But
the small and quiet street connecting Radićeva ulica and
Tkalčićeva still bears its scary-sounding name.
zagreb.inyourpocket.com
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Shopping
Shopping centres &
Malls
Arena Centar
QH-5, Lanište 32, tel. (+385-1) 666 14 11, info@
arenacentar.hr, www.arenacentar.hr/en/. Open 10:00
- 21:00, Sat, Sun 09:00 - 21:00. December Open 10:00 22:00, Sat, Sun 09:00 - 22:00.
Avenue Mall
QI-5, Avenija Dubrovnik 16, tel. (+385-1) 652 76 45,
info@avenuemall.com.hr, www.avenuemall.com.hr.
Open 09:00 - 22:00, Sun 10:00 - 21:00.
Centar Kaptol
QC-1, Nova ves 11, tel. (+385-1) 486 02 41, info@
centarkaptol.hr, www.centarkaptol.hr. Open 09:00 21:00. Closed Sun. From November 08 - January 2015
Sun Open 09:00 - 20:00.
City Center one East
QL-4, Slavonska avenija 11D (Žitnjak), tel. (+3851) 555 69 69, info-east@citycenterone.com, www.
citycenterone.hr. Open 09:00 - 21:00.
City Centre one West
QJankomir 33, tel. (+385-1) 549 40 70/(+385-1) 549 40
71, info@citycenterone.com, www.citycenterone.hr.
Open 09:00 - 21:00.
Cvjetni
QC-2, Trg Petra Preradovića 6, tel. (+385-1) 487 43 70,
info@centarcvjetni.hr, www.centarcvjetni.hr. Open
09:00 - 21:00, Sun 10:00 - 19:00. J

Shopping

Antiques
Apartman
Lamps, candlesticks, decorative bottles and other unique
stuff.QA-2, Ilica 61, tel. (+385-1) 484 61 96. Open 09:00 20:00, Mon 13:00 - 19:30, Sat 09:00 - 14:00. Closed Sun.
A
Galerija Kerubin
Antiques, furniture, arts and crafts, jewellery and all kinds
of other stuff.QC-1, Kamenita 15, tel. (+385-1) 485 16 98,
galerija-kerubin@net.amis.hr, www.galerijakerubin.
com.hr. Open 10:00 - 19:00, Sat 10:00 - 14:00. Closed
Sun. A

A good old vinyl
Dancing Bear
CD shop, extensive selection outside the mainstream.QB2, Gundulićeva 7, tel. (+385-1) 483 08 50, maloprodaja.
zagreb@dancingbear.hr, www.dancingbear.hr. Open
09:00 - 20:00, Sat 09:00 - 19:00. Closed Sun. A
Dirty Old Shop
The one stop ideal shop for all lovers of vinyl, comics, tshirts with cool prints, posters, original figures of characters from favorite shows, bands, movies and all retro to
cool!QI-3, Tratinska 18, tel. (+385-1) 557 38 88, info@
dirtyoldempire.com, www.dirtyoldempire.com. Open
09:00 - 20:00, Sat 09:00 - 14:00. Closed Sun.

Art Shops
Archaeological Museum Shop
Take home a piece of history with you today from the museum souvenir shop. Items include: ushepti figurines, tripartite jugs, the head of a Pharaoh and many, many more.
QC-2, Trg Nikole Šubića Zrinskog 19, tel. (+385-1) 487
31 01, amz@amz.hr, www.amz.hr. Open 10:00 - 18:00,
Thu 10:00 - 20:00, Sun 10:00 - 13:00. Closed Mon. A
Art Shop Klovićevi Dvori
Souvenirs that prove you do indeed have the soul of an
artist.QC-1, Jezuitski trg 4, tel. (+385-1) 485 19 26. Open
11:00 - 19:00. Closed Mon. A
HNK Art Shop
Amble into the souvenir shop where you can find T-shirts
with Hamlet prints, DVD monographs, War and Peace
postcards, umbrellas, cups, puzzles and other fancy
items with motifs from different theatre shows.QB-3, Trg
maršala Tita 15, tel. (+385-1) 488 84 18, infocentar@
hnk.hr, www.hnk.hr. Usually operates from 10:00 13:00 and every evening when there are shows on. A

Ivana Midžić – Bracelet – Lapidarium Archives
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Msu Shop
A great choice of books and works by Croatian and international designers.QJ-5, Avenija Dubrovnik 17, tel.
(+385-1) 605 27 58, msu@msu.hr, www.msu.hr. Open
11:00 - 19:00, Sat 11:00 - 20:00. Closed Mon.
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

Muo Shop
Gifts inspired by the collection in the lovely Museum of
Arts and Crafts.QB-3, Trg Maršala Tita 10, tel. (+385-1)
488 21 10/(+385-1) 488 21 11, www.muo.hr. Open 10:00
- 19:00, Sun 10:00 - 14:00. Closed Mon. A

Comics
Lastan
Comic fans will sigh ‘I think I’m in heaven’ upon entering
this small comic shop with thousands of strips on offer. It
encompasses a comic library, gallery and souvenir section.
Authors and illustrators are known to hold book signings
and presentations there!QJ-3, Radnička cesta 22, tel.
(385-1) 605 58 82, lastan@lastan.hr, www.lastan.hr.
Open 14:00 - 19:00, Sat 11:00 - 14:00. Closed Sun.
Stripovi na kvadrat
An abundance of comics from this part of Europe as well as
the best known English editions are hot off the press here.
Heaps of figurines, t-shirts, badges, toys, games, DVDs and
gifts are also available and their website is updated with
the latest releases.QC-3, Preradovićeva 34, tel. (+385-1)
483 77 77, prodaja@stripovi.hr, www.stripovi.hr. Open
09:00 - 20:00, Sat 09:00 - 15:00. Closed Sun. A

pinterest.com/croatiaiyp/
zagreb-in-your-pocket
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

Croatian design
Croatian Design Super Store
Totally new concept store bringing the finest in Croatian
design to the forefront! This pop-up shop includes fashion,
gastronomy, kitchen & tableware, decor, jewellery, lighting
and furniture. It’s a fab place to find unique gifts and original souvenirs that are designed and produced in Croatia.
QD-2, Martićeva 4, croatiandesignsuperstore@gmail.
com, www.croatiandesignsuperstore.com. Open 09:00
- 21:00. Closed Sun.
Love_Ana
A recently established fixture in the field of interior design, this is certainly worth a curious visit for the casual
passer-by, and a must-visit by anyone considering opening some avante garde gallery or restaurant. In addition to
Ana’s own expertise, the shop stocks and hosts sculptures
and artisanal jewellery.QB-2, Dežmanova 4, tel. (+385-1)
580 16 76, www.anatevsic.com. Open 16:00 - 20:00, Sat
12:00 - 14:00. Closed Sun.
Take Me Home - Croatian Design Shop
The perfect place to pick up some chic Croatian souvenirs and gifts created by over 60 designers. Tote bags and
purses with traditional Croatian motifs printed on modern
designs, unique jewelery, trendy daily planners and notebooks, plus all sorts of other creative knick-knacks and
handmade mementos are all offered to remember your
trip by.QB-2, Tomićeva 4, tel. (+385-1) 798 76 32, info@
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takemehome.hr, www.takemehome.hr. Open 10:00 20:00, Sat 10:00 - 15:00. Closed Sun. A

Clothes
A’marie
A young designer whose feminine and modern clothes
are a hit among fashion editors.QB-3, Gundulićeva 19,
tel. (+385-1) 487 35 24, marijas@amarie-fashion.com,
www.amarie-fashion.com. Open 10:00 - 20:00, Sat
09:00 - 15:00. Closed Sun. A
Boudoir
A famous duo of twins whose creations are nostalgic,
womanly and full of romance.QC-1, Radićeva 22, tel.
(+385-) 091 481 34 64, www.boudoir.hr. Open 11:00 19:00, Sat 10:00 - 14:00. Closed Sun. J
Charlie design
Our friends’ favourite shop because it is classy, elegant, sophisticated with beautiful clothing materials.
Friendly staff.QD-2, Vlaška 43, tel. (+385-1) 487 65 45,
charliedreamdesign@gmail.com, www.charlie-design.
hr. Open 10:00 - 20:00, Sat 10:00 - 14:00. Closed Sun.
A
Donassy
Feminine garments created using avant-grade artistic designs.QD-2, Amruševa 11, tel. (+385-1) 481 01 88/(+385) 091 481 01 88, branka@donassy.com, www.donassy.
com. Open by prior arrangement.
Galerija Boja
The devil - or the glamour - is in the details...velvet, lace
and detailed buttonwork set these clothes apart.QD-2,
Jurišićeva 24, tel. (+385-1) 481 76 72/(+385-) 091 569
16 63, vladina@galerija-boja.hr, www.galerija-boja.hr.

Shopping
Open 11:00 - 19:30. Closed Sat, Sun. A
Jolie Petite
Unique and handmade garments each created to suit an
individualized style.QH-4, Albaharijeva 5, tel. (+385-1)
383 73 26, web@joliepetite.com, www.joliepetite.com.
Open 10:00 - 20:00, Sat 10:00 - 14:00. Closed Sun.

Jewellery
Lapidarium - Zlatarna Mario
At Lapidarium, you can find a galore of engagement and
wedding rings, earrings, bracelets, as well as necklaces
that are described as ‘a new dimension’ of jewelry. Create
your own signature piece, with never before seen styles,
that will have you setting fashion trends.QC-1, Radićeva
10, lapidarium@net.hr, www.zlatarna-mario.hr. Open
09:00 - 20:00, Sat 09:00 - 15:00. Closed Sun. A
Medaković
Specializing in handmade modern jewelry, since 1938,
these contemporary and unique pieces were created by
goldsmith, Renato Medaković.QC-2, Frane Petrića 2, tel.
(+385-1) 481 27 49/(+385-) 098 182 64 70, rmedakovic@
gmail.com. Open 09:00 - 20:00, Sat 09:00 - 14:00.
Closed Sun. N
Oblak
One-of-a-kind pieces by the Croatian designer Dijana
Z.QC-2, Radićeva 3, tel. (+385-1) 483 08 91, diana.
zelmanovic@gmail.com. Open 11:00 - 20:00, Sat 09:00
- 15:00. Closed Sun. A
Otvoreni atelier Lumezi
Zagreb jeweller Lazer Lumezi has become a cult figure
among the discerning fashion queens of Zagreb in the 30
years of his career. Culty - maybe. Unusual - definitely.QC-

1, Skalinska 3/2, tel. (+385-1) 492 16 68/(+385-) 098 939
71 36, atelierlumezi@gmail.com. Open 14:00 - 18:00,
Sat by prior arrangement. Closed Sun. N
Thesaurus
Nice, rich jewellery made of precious metals and natural
materials mostly inspired by Far East.QB-2, Dežmanov
prolaz 5, tel. (+385-) 091 536 33 18/(+385-) 091 516 62
22, www.thesaurus-jewellery.com. Open 12:00 - 20:00,
Sat 10:00 - 15:00. Closed Sun. A

Shoes&Accesories
A shoo
A not to be missed shoe shop and design studio in one.
Waltz in and pick out some soft leather and skinny straps
to wrap around your feet. Anita’s shoes are walking sex.
QD-2, Martićeva 19, ashoo@ashoo.net, www.ashoo.
net. Open 12:00 - 19:00, Sat 09:00 - 14:00. Closed Sun.
N
Cahun
Look the part with handmade millinery and hats made
from all kinds of material.QC-2, Pod zidom 8, tel. (+385-1)
481 49 75, www.cahun.hr. Open 09:00 - 18:00, Sat 09:00
- 14:00. Closed Sun. A
Cerovečki
Handmade umbrellas.QB-2, Ilica 49, tel. (+385-1) 484 74
17, www.kisobrani-cerovecki.hr. Open 08:30 - 20:00,
Sat 08:30 - 14:30. Closed Sun. A
Kobali
Beautiful hats.QC-2, Ilica 5 (Oktogon), tel. (+385-1) 481
28 67/(+385-) 098 23 85 86. Open 09:00 - 20:00, Sat
09:00 - 15:00. Closed Sun. A

Delicatessen
Bonkulović Delicacies
Take your pick with their wide range of world famous
delicacies.QI-2, Nova Ves 17 (Centre Kaptol), tel. (+3851) 486 07 89, info@bonkulovic.com, www.bonkulovic.
com. Open 09:00 - 21:00. Closed Sun. December Open
09:00 - 21:00. A
Čajoteka
All kinds of teas to collect and sip. Brits: this is the only
pure teahouse in town that we know of.QD-2, Iblerov trg
10 (Importanne Galleria), tel. (+385-1) 483 37 11, info@
cajoteka.info. Open 10:00 - 17:00, Sat 09:00 - 14:00.
Closed Sun. A
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Caprilo
Local dairy specialist Vindija displays its finest in Caprilo
delicatessen. This milk-based wonderland provides plenty
to taste and enjoy in the heart of the city center.QC-2,
Bakačeva ulica 3, tel. (+385-42) 39 96 44. Open 07:00 19:00, Sat 07:00 - 15:00, Sun 07:00 - 13:00. A
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

Crop Store
Recently opened, Crop Store is a great place to call into
if you’re hunting for Croatian gifts whether they be the
ubiquitous red heart or a bottle of Istrian wine. Here you
will find everything from artisanal chocolate to olive oil,
from liqueurs to truffles and honey. If we were to list everything then we’d still be typing come the summer. Please,
go in, peruse the shelves, thank us later.QC-1, Tkalčićeva
28, info@crop.com.hr, www.crop.com.hr. Open 10:00 22:00.
Galerija Kulin Galović
Try one of the best Slavonian kulens (dried minced pork) as
well as famous Slavonian truffles or čvarci (dried pork fat).
It is a meat-lovers oasis!QE-2, Vlaška 78, tel. (+385-1) 457
20 05, www.kulin-galovic.com. Open 08:00 - 20:00, Sat
08:00 - 14:00. Closed Sun. A
Gavrilović
A food gallery, specialising in various meats. A tradition
beginning in the 19th Century, this is a favourite of the
locals in spite of its expense. Famous for their pates, kulen (spiced Slavonian meat) and various other dried meat.
QC-2, Trg bana Josipa Jelačića 4, tel. (+385-1) 487 56
03, www.gavrilovic.hr. Open 07:00 - 21:00. Closed Sun.
JA

www.inyourpocket.com
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Gligora
Award-winning Pag cheese manufactures from Kolan, located on the Island Pag.QC-2, Dolac Market, tel. (+3851) 580 12 84, www.sirena.hr. Open 07:00 - 14:00, Sun
08:00 - 13:00. Closed Mon. A
Ivić
Presenting the best of Croatian with the accent on Dalmatia, they have an excellent array of cold meats, cheeses and
wines and condiments, plus sandwiches and fresh salads
to take away.QE-2, Vlaška 64, tel. (+385-1) 461 70 62,
catering@delikates-ivic.com, www.delikates-ivic.com.
Open 08:00 - 20:30, Sat 08:00 - 15:00. Closed Sun. A
Kandit
Chocoholics come hence forth and try the candy and
sweets from this Osijek chocolate factory. Reward yourself
with their irresistible Rum Bar and Riki Chocolate!QD-2,
Jurišićeva 5, tel. (+385-1) 481 35 53, www.kandit.
hr. Open 08:00 - 16:00, Sat 08:00 - 13:00. Closed Sun.
JA
Kuća pršuta, sira, vina i maslina
Pršut, panceta, pečenica. You name it, this place has it. Most
of the meat on display is cured by the owners. The cheeses
are all Croatian, and you’ll also find a wide selection of olives, preserves, and spirits. Moet, Hennessy, and Croatian
wines are aplenty here.QD-2, Vlaška 33, tel. (+385-) 095
854 20 38. Open 08:00 - 24:00. Closed Sun. JA

Shopping
Kuća zelenog čaja
A teahouse selling dozens of aromatised black, green,
white, herbal, fruit and rooibos teas.QB-2, Ilica 14 (Passage Lovački rog), tel. (+385-1) 483 06 67, kontakt@
kucazelenogcaja.com,
www.kucazelenogcaja.com.
Open 09:00 - 20:00, Sat 09:00 - 16:00. Closed Sun.
JA
Kulenarnica
A welcome addition to the recent trend of Croatian focused artisan stores, with this particular location dealing
specifically with Baranja and Slavonia. The Kaptol outlet
offers domestic products from family recipes, from kulen
to sausages, homemade schnapps to fine wines, juices to
jams! Only open for 5 months, it’s already a firm favourite
with the locals and sees a steady tourist trade as well. Kulenarnica also provides the HoReCa sector with aromatic
cheeses, artisan noodles, ajvar, spices, etc. Everything
comes specially wrapped, and will not be found in any
industrial production. The shop’s offer includes Baranjski
vinar, Baranjska dama, Baranjski bećar, Baranjski domaćin,
and Baranjski gazda. Super helpful staff.QC-1, Nova Ves
17 (Kaptol Centre), 2nd floor, tel. (+385-) 091 439 99 96,
dalibor@divljabaranja.hr, www.kulen.hr. Open 09:00 –
21:00. Closed Sun.
Natura Croatica
A lovely little shop selling a specialist selection of rakije
and other Croatian delicacies.QC-3, Petra Preradovića 8,
tel. (+385-1) 485 50 76, nc@naturacroatica.com, www.
naturacroatica.com. Open 09:00 - 21:00, Sat 10:00 16:00. Closed Sun. A
Pinklec Delicija
Unique, regional flavors fill cured meats, cheeses, olive
oils, truffels are offered along with most any other palattepleasing product. Delight the senses with some cultural
spelunking and souvenir indulgence.QE-2, Martićeva
14c, tel. (+385-1) 457 99 11. Open 09:00 - 21:00. Closed
Sun. A

Luxury
Burberry
QC-1, Kaptol Centre, Nova Ves 17, www.burberry.com.
Open 09:00 - 21:00. Closed Sun. December Open 09:00
- 21:00. A
Maria
One of the most exclusive multi-brand shops in Croatia
and their second luxurious conceptual boutique. Indulge
yourself in some of the most prestigious designer collections by fashion greats such as Alaia, Lanvin, Valentino, or
Saint Laurent, for the ultimate chic shopping experience.
QB-2, Masarykova 8, tel. (+385-1) 481 10 11, info@
mariastore.hr, www.mariastore.hr. Open 10:00 - 20:00,
Sat 10:00 - 15:00. Closed Sun. JA
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Max Mara
QB-2, Masarykova 17, tel. (+385-1) 485 40 09, www.
maxmara.com. Open 09:00 - 20:00, Sat 09:00 - 15:00.
Closed Sun. JA
XYZ
QH-5, Arena Centre, Lanište 32, www.xyz-stores.com.
Open 10:00 - 22:00. A

Quirky stores

Kloto
Accessorize with handmade designs inspired by Gothic,
Lolita and Pinup.QB-2, Masarykova 14, tel. (+385-1) 487
26 59, udrugakloto@gmail.com, www.udrugakloto.hr.
Open 10:00 - 19:00, Sat 10:00 - 14:00. Closed Sun. A
Prostor Manufakturne Slobode (PMS)
An ideal place for all those who devour and appreciate
hand-crafts and new age ideas.QC-2, Tkalčićeva 61,
javolimpms@gmail.com. Open 12:00 - 21:00, Sat 12:00
- 16:00, 19:00 - 22:00. Closed Sun. A

Bon Ton
A fusion of music, art, and fashion, this new addition to
Zagreb’s music scene promises exhibitions, lectures, as
well as live DJ sets and concerts.QB-2, Dežmanova 5,
www.bontongallery.com. Open 10:00 - 20:00, Sat 10:00
- 15:00. Closed Mon, Sun.

Roba Store
Homing their own collection as well as boasting a well
chosen assortment of European fashion brands.QC-3, Petra Preradovića 34, tel. (+385-1) 485 46 81, store@roba.
com.hr. Open 10:00 - 20:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Brokula&Ž Concept Store
An eco-brand of clothing and underwear made of organic
cotton and material.QC-2, Teslina 9, tel. (+385-1) 640 68
30, gukni@brokulaz.com, www.brokulaz.com. Open
12:00 - 19:00, Sat 10:00 - 14:00. Closed Sun. A

Saša Šekoranja Gallery
Famous flower sculptors. Cool goodies for you or a loved
one.QA-2, Ilica 82, tel. (+385-1) 484 70 70, sasacvijece@
gmail.com. Open 09:00 - 16:00, Sat 08:00 - 13:00.
Closed Sun. N

Jasmina i lutkice
A beautiful and unique collection of handmade dolls and
stuffed animals.QD-3, Petrinjska 40, tel. (+385-) 098
79 57 73, jasmina.i.lutkice@gmail.com. Open 10:00 20:00, Sat, Sun 10:00 - 12:00, 17:00 - 22:00.

Shpitza Boutique
A sweet vintage concept shop, here you will find all you
need from Spanish brand Kling, an array of home décor
from London, jewellery from Croatian designers, as well
as local artwork. And the great thing about the Croatian
items on sale here is that they’re only allowed to be sold if

facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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More style for less
cash
Britanski trg antique market
Sunday mornings are always an attraction as the antique
market is bursting with flair and excitement. Here you will
find various decorative things, old books and collectables
of both local and international origin. Located in the very
heart of the city, the market is a real cultural treat for all
fans of antiquity.QA-2, Britanski trg.
Ashoo Archives

the artist and the work have an interesting tale to tell behind them.QC-2, Ilica 14, tel. (+385-1) 483 31 69, shpitza.
boutique@yahoo.com. Open 12:00 - 20:00, Sat 10:00 15:00. Closed Sun.

Chill
The to-go place for an awesome selection of colourful
skateboard and snowboards!QC-2, Petrinjska 4/1, tel.
(+385-1) 481 05 34, shop@chill.hr, www.chill.hr. Open
12:00 - 20:00, Sat 11:00 - 16:00. Closed Sun. A
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Galerija KerubinQC-1, Kamenita 15, tel. (+3851) 485 16 98, galerija-kerubin@net.amis.hr, www.
galerijakerubin.com.hr. Open 10:00 - 19:00, Sat
10:00 - 14:00

Devil Store Zagreb
Stop by for original footwear designs.QB-2, Ilica 38, tel.
(+385-1) 483 01 91, dsquared2ilica@gmail.com. Open
09:00 - 20:30, Sat 09:00 - 15:00. Closed Sun. A

Zelena stanica
New Eco-bags for the environmentally friendly and
‘home boxes’ for indoor planting.QH-4, Moščenićka
15, tel. (+385-1) 383 97 14/(+385-) 099 502 26 06, zs@
zelenastanica.com, www.zelenastanica.com. Open
10:00 - 18:00, Sat by prior arrangement. Closed Sun.
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Ulični OrmarQD-2, Jurišićeva 16, tel. (+385-1) 492
65 00, info@mrav-dizajn.com
Open 10:00 - 20:00, Sat 10:00 - 15:00

Antiques

Specialty Stores

The Back Door Store
Vroom, vroom! The perfect stop for clothing, shoes and
gloves for motorcycle lovers.QA-4, Savska cesta 141, tel.
(+385-1) 619 15 76, thebackdoor144@gmail.com, www.
thebackdoor144.com. Open 10:00 - 18:00, Sat 09:00 13:00. Closed Sun. A

Ulični Ormar Archives

3

Vešmašina
Eclectic. Unique. Quirky. There are probably few enough
words to adequately describe this shop, placed at the top
of Opatovina. Caters to hipster kids, those needing classic business wear, it has hats, coats, shoes, boots, accessories galore! If you’re having difficulty picking up some
unusual presents then you need to pay a visit here.QC-1,
Opatovina 45, tel. (+385-1) 39 07 000, info@vesmasina.
com, www.vesmasina.hr. Open 10:00 - 20:00, Sat 09:00
- 15:00. Closed Sun. A

VINTAGE

Ulični Ormar
Classy-cool, new-to-you and take-me-home prices, this
spot’s got all the ingredients of a second-hand shoppers’
heaven smack-dab in the city center. The bright and spacious shop offers a boutique-esque atmosphere to browse
a collection including pea coats, handbags and unique
knits sure to spice up any man or woman’s wardrobe without emptying their pockets.QD-2, Nikole Jurišića 16, tel.
(+385-1) 492 65 00, info@mrav-dizajn.com. Open 10:00
- 20:00, Sat 10:00 - 15:00. Closed Sun. From 50kn. A

2
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2

StripoviQC-3 Preradovićeva 34, (+385-1) 483 77
77, prodaja@stripovi.hr, www.stripovi.hr
Open 09:00 - 20:00, Sat 09:00 - 15:00

Your ad
could be here

comics

Hrelić (Jakuševac) flea market
You may meet the Croatian version of the ‘Trotter brothers’
here as this is the city’s largest Sunday flea market. Situated
on the outskirts of the city, it is jam packed with goodies from cars, motor-cycles, clothes, to thousands of other
handy items. You name it, it’s sure to have it! Bargaining
will be fun and do take the time to relish some of the authentic local food and meat dishes on offer! Get in early as
merchants leave by noon. The quickest way to get to the
Fair is to catch the bus number 295 at the Glavni kolodvor
Station, this line is available only on Sundays and it leaves
the Glavni kolodvor at 07:20, 08:00, 08:40, 09:20, 10:00,
10:40, 11:20, 12:00 and 12:40. Tickets purcahsed only with
the bus driver are valid on this bus line.QK-5, Sajmišna
cesta 8, Jakuševac.
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Ask us at: zagreb@inyourpocket.com
Phone: +385-1 481 30 27
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Hotels
SYMBOL key
P Air conditioning A Credit cards accepted
O Casino

H Conference facilities

T Child-friendly

U Facilities for the disabled

F Fitness centre

L Guarded parking

R LAN connection 6 Pet-friendly
K Restaurant

J Old town location

D Sauna

C Swimming pool

I Fireplace

W Wifi

B Outside seating

5 STARS
Esplanade Zagreb Hotel
QC-4, Mihanovićeva 1, tel. (+385-1) 456 66 66,
fax (+385-1) 456 60 20, Info@esplanade.hr, www.
esplanade.hr. 208 rooms (146 Superior Rooms €129 224, 48 Delux Rooms €139 - 179, 13 Delux Suite €219
- 279, 1 Presidential Suite €1600). PTJHAi
R6UIFLEGBKDW hhhhh

BEST WESTERN PREMIER Hotel Astoria
QC-2, Petrinjska 71, tel. (+385-1) 480 89 00, fax (+3851) 480 89 08, sales@hotelastoria.hr, www.hotelastoria.
hr. 100 rooms (36 singles €79 - 97, 2 suites €213 - 244,
28 King €93 - 125, 18 Twin €93 - 125, 12 Executive €111
- 150, 4 Superior Executive €164 - 187). PTHAi
RULGKW hhhh
Double Tree by Hilton Zagreb
QJ-3, Ulica grada Vukovara 269a, tel. (+385-1) 600 19
00, fax (+385-1) 600 19 16, www.zagreb.doubletree.
com. 152 rooms (26 Guest Rooms Twin €109 - 209, 90
Guest Rooms King €109 - 209, 2 Disabled Guest Rooms
King €109 - 209, 28 Deluxe Rooms King €135 - 235, 6
Corner Suites €209 - 309). PHAR6UFLi
GDCwW hhhh
Dubrovnik
QC-2, Ljudevita Gaja 1, tel. (+385-1) 486 35 55, fax (+3851) 486 35 07, reservations@hotel-dubrovnik.hr, www.
hotel-dubrovnik.hr. 222 rooms (77 singles €89 - 99, 87
King Twin Rooms €115 - 119, 50 Delux Rooms €129 - 145,
4 Junior Suites €160, 3 Executive Suites €185, 1 Presidential Suite €500). POTJHA6UFLi
GBKXW hhhh

Sheraton Zagreb Hotel
QD-3, Kneza Borne 2, tel. (+385-1) 455 35 35, fax (+3851) 455 30 35, sheraton.zagreb@sheraton.com, www.
hotel-sheratonzagreb.com. 306 rooms (254 singles
€105 - 135, 254 doubles €130 - 160, 28 suites €175 - 270,
23 Junior Suites €130 - 160, 1 Presidential Suite €1000 1500). PiJHAR6UFLGBKDXi
CwW hhhhh

3 STARS

The Westin Zagreb
QA-3, Izidora Kršnjavoga 1, tel. (+385-1) 489 20 00,
fax (+385-1) 489 20 01, westin.zagreb@westin.com,
www.hotelwestinzagreb.com. 349 rooms (308 doubles
€125 - 170, 19 Westin Guest Office Suites €175 - 220, 1
Presidential Suite €1500, 19 Executive Suites €260 - 310,
2 Delux Suites €560 - 592). PZOTJHAi
R6UFLGBKDXCwW hhhhh

Central
QD/C-4, Kneza Branimira 3, tel. (+385-1) 484 11 22, fax
(+385-1) 484 13 03, info@hotel-central.hr, www.hotelcentral.hr. 76 rooms (38 singles €65 - 75, 29 doubles
€85 - 90, 5 triples €115 - 120, 4 apartments €140). Pii
HARW hhh

4 STARS
Arcotel Allegra
QD-4, Branimirova 29, tel. (+385-1) 469 60 00, fax
(+385-1) 469 60 96, allegra@arcotelhotels.com,
www.arcotelhotels.com/en. 151 rooms (38 singles
€170, 103 doubles €185, 4 suites €335, 4 Junior Suites
€260, 2 Rooms for disabled €170). PJHAi
R6UIFLEGBKDSwW hhhh
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Best Western Hotel Stella
QNadinska 27, tel. (+385-1) 539 36 00/(+385-) 091
636 46 88, fax (+385-1) 539 36 03, info@hotel-stella.
hr, www.hotel-stella.hr. 44 rooms (41 singles €70 - 76,
41 doubles €100 - 114, 2 triples €128, 1 suite €141).
PAULGW hhh

Laguna
QA-4, Kranjčevićeva 29, tel. (+385-1) 304 70 00, fax
(+385-1) 304 70 77, info@hotel-laguna.hr, www.hotellaguna.hr. 166 rooms (62 singles €50 - 70, 83 doubles
€60 - 80, 15 triples €70 - 90, 6 suites €90 - 120). Pii
JHAR6UIFGBKDXW hhh

Homestays
InZagreb
QH-5, Remetinečka 13, tel. (+385-) 091 652 32 01, info@
inzagreb.com, www.inzagreb.com.
PZTAi
R6UFGBCW
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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Business connections

Pharmacy 0-24

American Chamber of Commerce
QK-3, Radnička 47, tel. (+385-1) 483 67 77/(+385-1) 483
67 78, fax (+385-1) 483 67 76, info@amcham.hr, www.
amcham.hr. Open 08:30 - 16:30, Fri 08:30 - 15:00. Closed
Sat, Sun.

Central pharmacy
QC-2, Trg bana Josipa Jelačića 3, tel. (+385-1) 481 61 98.
Dubrava
QL-2, Grižanska 4, tel. (+385-1) 299 23 50.
Ilica
QG-3, Ilica 301, tel. (+385-1) 375 03 21.
Ozaljska
QH-3, Ozaljska 1, tel. (+385-1) 309 75 86.
Siget
QI-5, Avenija V.Holjevca 22, tel. (+385-1) 652 54 25.

Croatian Chamber of Economy
Freephone info:0800-1852QB-3, Rooseveltov trg 2, tel.
(+385-1) 456 15 55, fax (+385-1) 482 83 80, snusinovic@
hgk.hr, www.hgk.hr. Open 08:00 - 16:00. Closed Sat,
Sun.
Fina - The Finance Agency
Call centre tel. 0800 0080QI-3, Ul. grada Vukovara 70,
tel. (+385-1) 612 71 11, info@fina.hr, www.fina.hr. Open
08:00 - 18:30, Sat 08:00 - 12:00. Closed Sun.
Ministry of Economy, Labour and Entrepreneurship
QI-3, Ul. grada Vukovara 78, tel. (+385-1) 610 61 11,
info@mingorp.hr, www.mingorp.hr. Open 08:30 16:30. Closed Sat, Sun.

Lawyers
Hrvatska odvjetnička komora (Croatian
Bar Association)
Due to strict ethical laws, lawyers in Croatia are not allowed to be listed in publications. Give them a call for information about specific lawyers that specialise in the services you need.QB-4, Koturaška 53/II, tel. (+385-1) 616
52 00, hok-cba@hok-cba.hr, www.hok-cba.hr. Open
08:00 - 16:00, Fri 08:00 - 15:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Notaries
Hrvatska javnobilježnička komora
Notaries work the same way as lawyers in this country:
there is a primary association that you have to go through.
QD-2, Račkoga 10, tel. (+385-1) 455 65 66, fax (+385-1)
455 15 44, hjk@hjk.hr, www.hjk.hr. Open 08:00 - 16:00,
Fri 08:00 - 15:30. Closed Sat, Sun.

Kindergarten
Horizons
With a warm, safe and colorful atmosphere, teachers that
nurture and stimulate your child’s learning and an excellent educational programme with creative workshops,
arts and crafts, field trips, sports activities etc. - we can
definitely say Horizons is a children’s heaven.QI-2, Zelengaj 6, tel. (+385-1) 457 82 05, milena@kindergarten.hr,
www.kindergarten.hr.

Zagreb Expat Information
Traveling allows one to step into a whole new lifestyle, if
only for a moment. But what is it that makes some visitors
take the plunge and make the stay a permanent one? We
asked a few transplanted residents to tell us their Zagreb
story…. Having first come to Croatia as a high school
student ten years ago, Kazuhiro Tamari, age 26, is a truly
global citizen with family connections leading him to a
host of countries. His careers in acting and tourism open
endless doors to keep traveling, meeting people and inspiring anyone he meets and yet Kazuhiro describes Zagreb as
the lighthouse he follows to come home.
British Embassy
QI-4, Ivana Lučića 4, tel. (+385-1) 600 91 00, british.
embassyzagreb@fco.gov.uk, ukincroatia.fco.gov.uk/
en. Open 09:00 - 17:00, Fri 09:00 - 14:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Language Schools
Berlitz
Language lessons and business workshops set up for companies with verified innovative methods and standardised
programs.QC-2, Ilica 44, tel. (+385-1) 481 21 16, berlitzzg@berlitz.hr, www.berlitz.hr. Open 08:00 - 22:00, Sat
08:00 - 13:00. Closed Sun.

International Women’s Club
Meets every month in Hotel Sheraton and has all kinds of
events planned for the coming months. Fun, facts and no
boys allowed.QA-3, Kneza Borne 2 (Hotel Sheraton), tel.
(+385-1) 461 16 60, iwc@zg.t-com.hr, www.iwcz.hr.
Move One Relocations
QG-3, Županjska 10, tel. (+385-1) 369 23 81/(+385)
091 444 23 71, croatia@moveoneinc.com, www.
moveoneinc.com. Open Mon 08:30 - 17:00. Closed Sat,
Sun.
US Embassy
QUlica Thomasa Jeffersona 2, tel. (+385-1) 661 22 00,
zagreb.usembassy.gov. Open 08:00 - 16:30. Closed Sat,
Sun.
Zagreb Expat Meetup
Zagreb Meetup organizes social events up to twice a
month, usually Wednesdays.Qwww.meetup.com/
Zagrebmeetup/. Open 08:00 - 20:00, Sat 08:00 - 14:00,
Sun 08:00 - 12:00.

Language Spot
QK-3, Heinzelova 60, tel. (+385-1) 461 80 05, info@
languagespot.hr, www.languagespot.hr. Open 09:00 13:00. Closed Fri, Sat, Sun.
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High Class Relocation
QTravanjska 4, tel. (+385-1) 557 73 85/091 444 46 36,
office@highclass.hr, www.highclass.hr. Open 09:00 17:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

zagreb.inyourpocket.com

facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

TAX
VAT in Croatia is generally set at 25% and is due on most
goods and services. Lower rates of VAT are applicable to
goods such as bread and milk, and the tourism sector. Employers are required to report, withhold and pay authorities
all taxes and contributions on behalf of employees for their
incomes. Personal income tax on an employee‘s salary is
determined at the following rates: 12% for a net income
up to 2 200kn, 25% for the difference between net 2 200kn
and 11 000kn and 40% for a net income higher than 13
200kn. Thresholds for tax rates are variable, meaning that
the law determines them on the basis of the deductions
allowed, an amount that changes once a year. City surtax
is applicable; Zagreb residents are taxed 18%. 20% of social contributions are withheld from the employee‘s gross
income and the employer pays an additional 15.20%. The
minimum startup capital for a limited liability company is
the counter value in kunas of 20 000kn. A foreign founder
deposits the capital into a temporary account with an authorized business bank. Once the company is Croatian registered business, the founder can freely transfer such funds
into regular company accounts.

facebook.com/
zagrebinyourpocket
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Aleksandrove stube
Amruševa
Andrije Hebranga
A. Heinza
Andrije Žaje
Antuna Bauera
Arnoldova
Augusta Šenoe
A. Marina Držića
Bakačeva
Barčićeva
Baruna Trenka
Basaričekova
Bednjanska
Berislavićeva
Biankinijeva
Bogovićeva
Božidara Adžije
Branjugova
Brešćenskoga
Britanski trg
Brozova
Buconjićeva
Bulatova
Bulićeva
Čačkovićeva
Cesarčeva
Čirilometodska
Crnatkova
Dalmatinska
Degenova
Demetrova
Dežmanova
Domagojeva
Đorđićeva
Dubravkin put
Dvoranski prečac
Erdödyeva
Felbingerove stube
Florijana Andrašeca
Frane Petrića
Franje Račkog
Frankopanska
Froudeova
Golubovac
Grič
Grgura Ninskog

C-1
B-1
C-2
B-3
E-1
A-3
E-3
A-2
D-3
E-4
C-2
E-2
C-3
C-1
B-4
C-3
E-2
C-2
A-3
D-2
E-2
A-2
A-4
A-2
A-2
E-2
E-1
C-2
C-1
A-4
B-2
C-1
B-1
B-2
D-4
D-2
B-1
C-1
E-3
C-1
A-4
C-2
D-2
B-3
B-1
B-1
B-2
C-4

Gundulićeva
Habdelićeva
Harmica
Hochmanova
Hrvojeva
Ilica
Ivana Gorana Kovačića
Ivana Kukuljevića
Ivekovićeve stube
Jagićeva
Janka Draškovića
Jezuitski trg
Jukićeva
Jurišićeva
Jurja Žerjavića
Jurkovićeva
Kačićeva
Kamaufova
Kamenita
Kaptol
Kapucinske stube
Katančićeva
Katarinin trg
Klaićeva
Kneza Borne
Kneza Branimira
Kneza Lj. Posavskog
Kneza Mislava
Kneza Mutimira
Kneza Višeslava
Koranska
Kordunska
Koturaška
Kovačića Ante
Kozarčeva
Kotarska
Kralja Držislava
Kralja Zvonimira
Kraljice Jelene
Kranjčevićeva
Križanićeva
Kršnjavoga
Krutićeva
Krvavi most
Kumičićeva
Kurelčeva
Kuševićeva
Laginjina
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B-3
C-1
C-2
A-3
E-3
A-2
B-1
A-2
D-1
A-3
D-3
C-1
A-3
C-2
B-3
E-1
A-3
E-2
C-1
C-1
B-1
C-3
C-1
A-3
D-3
D-4
E-3
D-3
D-3
E-3
B-4
A-2
A-4
C-3
A-1
C-1
D-3
E-2
E-3
A-4
D-3
A-3
E-3
C-2
C-4
D-2
B-1
E-2

Lepušićeva
E-3
Lisinskog
B-1
Lopašićeva
E-2
Ljudevita Gaja
C-3
Margaretska
C-2
Marićev prolaz
C-2
Markovićev trg
B-1
Martićeva
D-2
Marulićev trg
B-3
Masarykova
B-2
Matičina
C-3
Matoševa
B-1
Mažuranićev trg
B-3
Medulićeva
B-3
Mesnička
B-2
Mihanovićeva
B/C-4
Miklouševa
C-1
Mikulićeva
E-1
Miramarska
C-4
Mletačka
B-1
Mlinarske stube
C-1
Mrazovićeva
D-3
Nikole Tesle
C-2
Novakova
D-1
Opatička
C-1
Opatovina
C-1
Palmotićeva
D-3
Pantovčak
A-2
Park Ribnjak
D-1
Paromlinska
C-4
Patačićkina
D-2
Pavla Hatza
D-3
Pavla Šubića
E-3
Pavlinovićeva
A-2
Perkovčeva
B-3
Petrinjska
C-2
Petrova
E-1
Pierottijeva
A-3
Pod zidom
C-2
Posilovićeva
E-1
Praška
C-2
Preobražanska
C-2
Preradovićeva
C-3
Pr. Gjure Deželića
A-2
Primorska
A-2
Radićeva
C-1
Radnička cesta J/K-3, K/L-4
Radnički dol
A-1

Ribnjak
C-1
Rokov perivoj
B-2
Rokova
A-2
Rubetićeva
D-1
Ruđera Boškovića
D-3
Runjaninova
B-4
Šalata
D-1
Savska cesta
A-4
Schlosserove stube
D-2
Širolina
E-3
Skalinska
C-1
Smičiklasova
D-2
Splavnica
C-2
Stančićeva
E-3
Starčevićev trg
C-4
Streljačka
B-1
Strojarska
E-4
Strossmayerov trg
C-3
Strossmayerovo šet. B-2
Svačićev trg
C-3
Švearova
E-3
Brezovačkoga
B-1
Tkalčićeva
C-1
Tomašićeva
E-2
Tomićeva
B-2
Tratinska
A-4
Trg Ante Starčevića
C-4
Trg bana Josipa Jelačića C-2
Trg Biskupa J. Langa D-1
Trg braće Hrv. Zmaja C-1

Trg Franklina Roosvelta B-3
Trg žrtava fašizma
D-3
Trg kralja P. Krešimira IV E-3
Trg kralja Tomislava
C-3
Trg Maršala Tita
B-3
Trg N. Šubića Zrinjskog C-3
Trg Petra Preradovića C-2
Trg Petra Petretića
E-1
Trg Svetog Marka
C-1
Trnjanska cesta
D-4
Trpimirova
D-4
Tuškanac
B-1
Tvrtkova
E-3
Unska
B-4
Varšavska
B-2
Vinkovićeva
C-1
Visoka
B-1
Vitezovićeva
C-1
Vladimira Nazora
A-1
Vlaška
D-2
Voćarska cesta
E-1
Voćarsko naselje
E-1
Vodnikova
B-4
Vojnovićeva
E-2
Vončininova
D-1
Vramčeva
D-1
Vranicanijeva
B-1
Vukotinovićeva
B-3
Weberova
C-1
Zamenhoffova
A-1
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